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Abstract 

The nonparasetric rank-sum test is suggested as an improved 
nethod for comparing frequency distributions of individual coapo- 
nents of chemical analyses which compose different statistical pop¬ 
ulations. The dalle index calculated on tbs basis of increasing 
SiOg, AlgOz, Ea^O, and KgO and decreasing C&O, MgQ, FeC, and TiOo 
is used as a suafaary method for comparing the relative stage of dif¬ 
ferentiation of different areas. 

Fourteen areas (which include 744 basalt analyses) are ar¬ 
ranged in order of decreasing average sialic rank. Five groups are 
found and a correlation between average sialic rank and tectonic 
character of the groups is observed* The two groups of highest sia¬ 
lic rank are composed of the four areas which surround the Pacific 
Basin# The intermediate group is the largest* being composed of 
four areas of the Afro-Surasian land case and the South Atlantic 0- 
cean. The next group includes the Korth Atlantic and Indian Oceans 
and is followed by the most fandc group of all, which includes both 
areas of the Pacific Basin and the Greenland-Iceland Ami. 

Bie hierarchy of these areas arranged by sialic character is 
considered to be consistent with the hypothesis that the composition 
of basic extrusives is a function of the tectonic and/or orogenlc 
history of the area involved and the thickness of the crust through 
which the lava must pass. 

The andesites of seven areas (224 analyses) are compared and 
are found to be a relatively homogeneous rook type, iio clear con¬ 
nection between basalts and andesites is apparent In the present data. 

iii 



Introduction 

The primary purpose of the present study is to describe with a 

relatively new Statistical technique the world-wide variation in the 

bulk chemical composition of intermediate and basic extrusive rocks* 

The first problem was to collect sufficient chemical analyses to pro- 

vide an adequate (random) sailing of the true composition of the ba¬ 

salts and andesites of the 21 areas into which the earth was divided* 

Sufficient analyses of basalt were found in only 14 of the 21 areas* 

and in some of these l4 areas the sample density was too low to sup¬ 

port more than tentative conclusions* For the same reasons* only sev¬ 

en areas are included in the study of the andesites* 

A punch-card system was used in the compilation and analysis of 

the data* It is desired that the consideration of this fundamental ; 

problem be, in so far as possible, unencumbered with the discussion 

of supplementary material; consequently, description of the statisti¬ 

cal techniques used for analyzing the data are referred to the appen¬ 

dix* although explanations of points important to the understanding of 

particular problems are included in the text. 

Knowledge of the variations in composition of basic and inter¬ 

mediate extrusives is important to many fundamental geological prob¬ 

lems. Solution to the problem of crustal structure is dependent on 

a knowledge of the composition of which the material is made. Trends 

in the composition of extrusives may throw light on the problem of how 

the continents were formed* and whether or not they were formed in the 

same relative positions in which they are found today, Certainly no 

complete theory Of petrogenesiocan be developed without a knowledge 

of the bulk chemical composition of the basic and intermediate extru¬ 

sive rocks. 
1 
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Previous•Wobk 

Volcanic activity Imp frightened and fascinated man from . time 

immemorial and there have arisen many theories about the origin and 

composition of volcanic rocks, Pliny classified basalt as black 

marble* As Addtaa states: 

.^This-iblack marble* or basalt tms also believed 
by many to have been formed from water* For at the 
Giant's Causeway in Northern Ireland and at other places 
it could be seen rising up out of the waters of the sea 
in six-sided forms identical in shapes they say# tilth 
those displayed by rock crystal which was at that time 
believed to be pure water frozen so hard by the intense 
cold of the high mountains where it was found# that it 
was impossible to thaw it out ,again.11 (Adams, 195®) 

the discussion has at times raged to controversy, as between 

the Neptuniots and the Plutonists in the latter, part of the 18th and 

the first part of the 19th century* Abraham Gottlob Werner, the 

founder of the Neptunist school, "held that basalt was a rock which was 

quite distinct and different from the lava of volcanoes* It was found 

in the form of beds alternating with beds of sandstone, shale and other 

rocks which were indisputably of aqueous origin and like them had been 

deposited from the waters of the primitive ocean, but as shown by its 

crystalline character it was a Chemical precipitate *". (Adams, 1958) 

Hutton held that the basalts like the lavas came from below and indis¬ 

putable evidence from the volcanic region of central Francemade the 

Auvergne district the graveyard, and the Puy de DSme the tombstone of 

the Neptunist theory*. 

Although the volcanic character of the basalts and related rocks 

is now well.understood, questions of the conditions of their origin, 

the mode of their formation, and variations in their chemical composi¬ 

tion are not so easily answered*. Two of the most significant recent 



approaches to the problem of variations in the composition of basalt 

will be discussed. 

Kennedy (1933) proposed, on the basis of a study of the min¬ 

erals present, that there are two distinct lines of descent in the 

differentiation of basaltic rocks—namely, the alkaline and the 

calc-alkaline: series. In order to explain these two different differ¬ 

entiation series he postulated the existence of two world-wide and 

chemically homogeneous magma types. These magma types are the Iholei- 
V 

itic Magma Type and tbs Olivine Basalt Magma Type. The composition of 

these magma types is shown below as given by Kennedy. 

Tholeiitic Magma Type Olivine Basalt Magma Type 

SiOg 50 45 

AlgOg 13 15 

FeO — FBgOg 13 13 

MgO 5 8 

CaO 10 9 

Na20 3.8 3.5 

V 1.3 0.5 

Turner and Verhoogen (1951) comment on these average compositions 

as follows: "The tholeiite type is said to be distinguished by notably 

higher SiOg, higher alkali (especially KgO), lower AlgOg, and much lower 

values for MgO/CaO and MgO/FeO ratios. Comparisons of average tholei¬ 

ite magmas with average olivine basalt magmas of both oceanic and conti¬ 

nental provinces fails to sustain all these supposed differences." 

Turner and Verhoogen go on to cite averages of chemical analyses of tho- 

leiites and olivine basalts of various provinces to support their state¬ 

ment 
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The average composition of the various areas calculated in this paper 

also tend to agree v/ith the views of Turner and Verhoogen, although 

the distinction between the tholelites and the olivine basalts within 

the various areas is not a central problem here, 

The primary criticism of Kennedy’s work is that he attempted 

to substantiate a mineralogical conclusion with a chemical argument 

whose derivation is not dear. The reader is left wondering whether 

the averages for the two magma types are real or imaginary, for no 

source; is cited and no indication of expected deviations from the 

averages is even suggested* 

H The most recent work on the problem of the world-wide composi¬ 

tion of basalt was presented by Green and Poldervaart (1955)* On the 

basis of a set of screening values, (which are discussed below) a 

large number of analyses were chosen from various basaltic provinces 

and average compositions were calculated* In addition to grouping by 

area, grouping was also done by age. 

The main conclusions Green and Poldervaart arrived at were that: 

(a) There is no significant difference between the Atlantic and Pacific 

Ocean basalts. 

(b) There is no significant difference in the composition of the basalts 

of different ages. 

(c) That generally there is ho separation of the basaltic substratum 

into different "magmaB" but that variations in the composition of 

basalts that do exist are a result of conditions of formation and 
/ 

possess no overall pattern. They are partial melts whose composi¬ 

tion is dictated by equilibrium conditions rather than by the com¬ 

position of the rock body as a whole as would be the case if total 

melting took place. 
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In addition to those general conclusions, there was a suggestion 

that the continental margins are relatively high in AI2O5* The impor¬ 

tant thing to remember about the work of Green and Poldervaart is that 

they were primarily interested in determining the average composition 

of the rock bodies in question in an effort to gain information about 

the bulk composition of the crust* The important distinction between 

their work and the present study is: that the present study is primari¬ 

ly concerned with the description of differences in composition between 

the various areas. The determination of differences between two areas 

is not .necessarily subject to all Of the limitations and difficulties 

entailed in establishing average bulk composition* Of course, if the 

bulk composition is known, differences are readily derivable, but if 

one has reason to suspect inaccuracies or fallacies in the method for 

finding average composition, more information may actually be obtained 

from a method which is specifically designed to determine the differ¬ 

ences in the composition of the rock of two different areas* 

Glassification of Analyses 

The basic problem in any statistical study Is to obtain a sample 

which is representative of the universe about which one attempts to make 

generalizations* for the present study the following Criteria for pre¬ 

liminary selection were used in the compilation of analyses. All anal- 

yses were eliminated which: , 

(1) Had less than bO'fo or more than 60% Si02 content. 

(2) Were altered or metamorphosed* (This characteristic was 

determined by examination of the paper in which the analy¬ 

sis was presented and by exclusion of all analyses which con¬ 

tained more than %5f0
 total %£) 
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(5) Had modal feldspathoids* 

(4) Were intrusive* 

(5) Had a summation of oxides less than 9<?*0$ and greater 

than 100.9$. 

The limitations of SiQg content were purposely set rather wide so that 

the study would include rocks that were related to basalts* This was 

done in order to determine whether the basalt rock group has well de¬ 

fined natural limitations of composition. Altered and metamorphosed 

rocks were eliminated because it was felt that analyses of such rocks 

are not likely to represent in any predictable way either a parent mag¬ 

ma, or conditions of formation. It ms assumed that high H2O content 

was indicative of hydrothermal, deuteric, or surficial alteration* 

Rocks with modal feldspathoids were collected but not included in the 

study because it is so probable that as a class these rocks represent 

either extreme differentiates or products of gross assimilation of for¬ 

eign material. In either case little information can be gained from 

them about their parent magma or conditions of formation* Basic in¬ 

trusive rocks were eliminated because of their complex origin which 

leads to difficulties in sampling. The restriction on Hie summation 

of oxides was used as a minimum quality standard for the acceptance of 

an analysis, although it is not an efficient criterion. (u.S.G.S Bull. 

980). Very few analyses were rejected on this basis* 

The inclusion of all analyses up to 60$ Si02, of course, meant 

the inclusion of a great number of andesites. The fundamental petro¬ 

logic division of the statistical sample is, therefore, into two groups.? 

basalts and andesites. It is unfortunate that the terms "basalt" and 

"andesite" must be used when at best they are somewhat ill defined and 
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ambiguous. Lacking the authority of definite terms, the terms "basic 

extrusive" and "intermediate extrusive" would perhaps be better* How¬ 

ever j as the common usage in this matter is well established, if not 

well defined, the terms "basalt" and "andesite" will be used hereafter. 

The only restrictions on these terms are those implied by the require¬ 

ments listed above which were used in the collection of the analyses* 

The division of the sample into "basalts" and "andesites" was made ac¬ 

cording to the usage of the author referred to. The one exception to 

this rule is the redefinition of a small number of andesites after they 

passed the screening definition suggested by Green and Poldorvaart (1955) 

who used a somewhat different approach in defining basalt. The limiting 

valued of their definition are as follows? Si02: 4l*0 - %»<$> Sc 55*Q^J 

Ti-Og: 0,5 - 11.5 - 19.Q& Pe^: 0*5 - 10*E$j PoO: 0.5 - 

15*0^J MnOs 0,0 -l.Ofa; MgO: 4.5 -12.0^; CaOl 7*0 -16.0$; Ha20s 1.4 - 

4.0& 1^0: 0.1~2.0^j H20+: 0*0 - 3*5f* total H20 less than 5*0?$; PgO^: 

0.0 - 1 *5^J ell other-jess than 2*($>; and total 99*0 - 100*$$ In an 

effort to make the results of the present study comparable to the pre¬ 

vious work by Green and Poldervaart all the analyses collected were sub¬ 

jected to theirscreening standards. 

Eight comparison tests between the basalts of various areas were 

run in parallel! the two different populations defined by: (a) the 

screening values Cf Green and Poldervaart! and (b) the Green and Pol¬ 

dervaart population plus the analyses of all other rocks described as 

basalts and meeting the criteria for selection* The results of the two 

series of tests were essentially the same and It was concluded that as 

far as determining differences between areas is concerned the popula¬ 

tion based on screening values of Green and Poldervaart offers no 
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particular advantages, In general, in statistical analysis, with the 

* * 
a-risk hold constant, the P-risk diminishes vdth an increase of the 

number in the sample being tested. ‘Inasmuch'- as the unscreened popu¬ 

lation is about twice the size of the screened population, it was con¬ 

sidered advantageous to use the unscreened population. 

Once requirements for membership in the population to be studied 

are defined, attention must be given to the degree of resolution which 

may be expected from the individual members. The primary source of ab¬ 

erration in a population of chemical analyses is the analytical error, 

of the chemist. For a full discussion of analytical error in quantita¬ 

tive analysis of rocks the reader is referred to the very excellent work 

by Fairbairn, et al, published as Bulletin <?8Q of the U* S. G, S* The 

results of their ahalysis#/variation; .of1 JgT replicate chemical analyses 

of a carefully homogenized diabase sample are used as a basis for estab¬ 

lishing optimum class intervals for the various components of the rock 

analyses to be studied. Thirty-five laboratories located throughout 

the world participated in the project. Undoubtedly these same labora¬ 

tories performed a substantial prption hfthe analyses included in the 

present study and so the variations in analyses found by Fairbairn, et 

al are germane to the problem of defining resolution in this population. 

The class interval for each chemical component was calculated on 

the basis of the relation ** 2s^ + x ♦, !,I,! is the percentage class 

interval,. ws" is the standard deviation of the distribution of the values 

*Note s a-risk is the risk of rejecting a hypothesis when it is true 
aiid p-risk is risk of accepting a hypothesis when it is false. 
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of the component "i" as described for the diabase analyses in Bulle- 

ten <?80s and "x
!! is the smallest increment necessary to make ’’I^" a 

convenient working quantity. The computations of the class intervals 

are shown below: 

Component i. si ' 2% ' 2C ii; 

sio2 *41 .82 .18: 1,0% 

A1 0R 2.3 *93 8 1.876 .124 2,0% 

. Ksg O *250 *460 ♦o4o 0.3% 

'*2° 
.196 .592 .108 0,3% 

• CaO *191 .594 .106 0,3% 

' %0 *520 l.o4o .04 1,0% 

FeO .707 1.4l4 .086 1*3% 

^°2 ■ *179 *m *142 0,3% 

Where?.; variation curves for the replicate analyses are normal or near 

normal this method,of calculating class intervals mokes it better than 

two-thirds probable that \ a parts .cular analys; La beloi igs in the class in- 

torval’in which it is placed. ^ The variation curves are not:normal or 

near normal for most componentsj /however* so no quantitative statement 

can be made regarding the . effects of these c* tass;:;ihi tervals* 

The next most important source of inaccuracy is' in the, transcrib¬ 

ing: of the data from published works* The only check oh the degree of 

accuracy lies in the - results from an inadvertent duplication of 6y an¬ 

alyses . which appeared more than once in the literature. In none of the 

$3 duplications was dn error; found, -Inasmuch as this duplication was 

inadvertent; .arid'unconscious it should be a random sample of the whole 

collection hhd should signify an adequate degree of clerical accuracy* 
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Classification by Area 

Plate 24 shows the somewhat arbitrary division of the world into 

21 areas* This division is largely based on the tectonic character of 

the areas involved; thus the ocean basins are separated from the con¬ 

tinents and the mountainous regions are separated from the shield areas* 

Although this is the general plan* some arbitrary exceptions are obvi¬ 

ous isuch as-the division of the Pacific Ocean by the Equator and the 

International Date Line* Such divisions* where they occur* were usu¬ 

ally made in order to have sub-samples of areas which might otherwise 

have been grouped together* 

In a statistical study such as this the conclusions are no 

stronger than the validity of their critical underlying assumptions* 

When samples from two different areas are compared the implicit assump¬ 

tion is that the samples represent the two areas* This implication is 

simple but unfortunately too often forgotten. In order that one may 

evaluate.the degree to which the samples used in this study are repre¬ 

sentative of the areas they are supposed to represent, the number and 

distribution of the analyses in the sample from each area are listed 

below* In addition* the author’s evaluation and disposition of the sam¬ 

ple is givens 

Basalt Analyses Listed by Area (See Plate 24) 

AREA I. Arctic Ocean* 10 analyses. Not included In study. 

AREA II* Greenland-iceiand. 25 analyses. Iceland (20), Green¬ 

land (5)* Statements about Area. II may not be valid 

if extended beyond Iceland* The sample density of 

Iceland, however, is considered sufficient represen¬ 

tation of that area* 
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AM III. 

AREA IV. 

AREA V. 

AREA 71* 

AREA711* 

Oanadian-UiS* Shield. .11.analyses* Not included 

in.study. 

North American Cordillera. 151 analyses • Alaska 

(5), Arizona (9)§ California (44), Colorado (12), . 

Idaho (4)* Mexico (11), Montana (4), Nevada (5), 
!■ . 

New Mexico (17)* Oregon (28), Texas (1), Washington. 

(4), Wyoming (XellcWetone Park) (11)*; 

Sampling is widespread,and although of variable den¬ 

sity* representation of Area IV is probably the best 

of the l4 study areasi 

West Indian Island. Arc-South American Cordillera# 

14 analyses# West Indies (10), Chile (1), Panama. (2),, 

Ecuador (1)# 

This sample best represents the West Indies Island 

Arc as the 10 analyses come from 5 different islands* 

Statements about Area V my not be valid beyond the. 

West Indies area* 

Brasilian Shield* No analyses# 

North Atlantic Ocean* 25 analyses* Cape Verde Islands 

(2), Canary Islands (5)* Azores (5)* Madeira (10), 

Faeroes (5)# St* Paul' Rocks (2)* 

Considering the available sampling localities and the 

total number of analyses, the representation of Area 

VII is probably good* The inclusion of the Faeroes 

is perhaps unfortunate because of their distance from 

the other sampling localities and proximity to other 

geographical areas*, Exclusion of the three analyses 

from the Faeroes would tend to make the SiOg content 
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of the area lower, "but the SiOg content of Area VII 

Is the lowest of all study areas so a decrease in 

average would not tend to change the results of any 

of the statistical comparisons of Area VII with the 

other areas. 

AREA VIII. South Atlantic Ocean* 11 analyses* Ascension Is¬ 

land (2), Bouvet Island (5), St. Helena Island (5), 

Atlantic Ocean, bottom at Bat* S I°56* Long. W 12°4o* 

(X). 

The analyses which compose this sample are widespread, 

but their number is probably not great enough for ade¬ 

quate reliability* 

AREA IX. Northern Europe* 25 analyses. Sweden (1), Prussia 

(4), Scotland (8), N* Ireland (4), England (2), Hebri¬ 

des (1), Norway (1). 

Sample of Area IX is mainly representative of the Uni¬ 

ted Kingdom, but is sufficiently widespread to make 

possible legitimate comparisons with other areas. 

AREA X, Southern Europe. $6 analyses* Spain (9), Prance (8), 

Germany (20), Italy (2), Sicily (15), Sardinia (15), 

Hungary (4), Czechoslovakia (9), Linosa Island (5), 

Aeolian Islands (5), Fantelleria (5), Arabia (1), ICula, 

Asia Minor (1), Turkey (1), Greece (1), Graham Island 

(1). 

The sample of Area X represents only continental Eu¬ 

rope and the Mediterranean islands* For this area the 

sample density is relatively high and the distribution 

uniform. This sample should be one of the most reliable 
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of the study.. 

ARES. XI. Africa-Kadagascar* 62 analyses. Angola (1), Trans¬ 

vaal (1), Senegal (1), South Kivu (3), Southern Rho- 

dfesia“^l)i Basutoland (1), French Guinea (2), German 

East Africa, (5)» Mozambique (3), Uganda (1), Eritrea 

(3), Tripoli (1), Morroco (l), West Africa (2), French 

Somaliland (2), Portugese East Africa (1), Egypt (I), 

E.: Griqualand (2), South Africa (11), Madagascar (21). 

Sampling of this area is widespread and should be as 

representative as any sample of similar size with the, 

eXcejpti|on of the high proportion of analyses from Mad- 

a'gascar. The offeot of this groitping has not been 

determined, but.it is possible that the large number 

of Madagascar rocks tends to make the differentiation 

index of Area XI somewhat less than if the sample were 

limited to what is traditionally regarded as continen¬ 

tal Africa*, 

AREA XII. Rorthera Asia. No analyses. 

AREA XIII* Southern Asia* 16 analyses. India (12), China (3), 

Manchuria (1); 

The 12 Indian analyses are of the Deccan trap and $re 

widely spread* The,total in the,sample, however, is 

small and care,must be Used in interpretation of test 

results involving this area, 

AREA XIV* Indian Ocean* 37 analyses* St* Paul Island (2), 

Heard Island (3), Orozet Islands (3), Reunion Island 

(21), Kerguelen Archipelago (?)f Mauritius Island (1). 

The sample of Area XIV may be biased by the relatively 



• large number- of analyses from Reunion Island* Other¬ 

wise the distributibn and density of the sample is 

good considering the limited number of locations 

where volcanic rbcks are escposed. 

AREA Wi.. Australia-New Zealand* analyses* Australia: 

yietoria(fl). New South Wales (3), Queensland'(10), 

South Atisiralia (2)* Tasmania (IT); New Zealand (9)*' 

0overage, although somewhat concentrated in Victoria,' 

is nevertheless Widespread and of sufficient density 

to be reasonably representative of the area* 

AREA SVI* Wester' Pacific Volcanic Rim* 20 analyses* New Gui¬ 

nea <[1), Japen(7)» Kamchatka,. U.S.S.R. (1), Sumatra 

(2), Hew Amsterdam island (2), Commander Islands (1), 

Java (1), Fhilippine ■Islands (4),one analysis ms of, 

a rock taken from a depth of 24x4 meters, 114 miles 

. northeast #f New Amsterdam'Island. .•'■■■ 

The distribution of analyses in Area XVI is very good, 

although the density i&nbwhere groat* The sample 

probably approaches the maximum representation possi¬ 

ble for a sample of its size spreadoyer such an ex- 

- tensive area,.' '■ \ 

AREA XV4l* Northwest Pacific Ocean* 5 analyses*.- Not included 

in..Study* • 

AREA X7III.Northeast Pacific Ocean* 79 analyses* Hawaiian Is¬ 

lands; Hawaii (4J), Maui'. (6), Oahu (17), Kansi (3), 

Lan&i (1), Kahoolawe (1), Nina-fona (1), Galapagos 

Islands (6)* 



AHpXIX, 

Ai&A XX. 

Alp, XJdt, 

AREA I. 

AREAli, 

AREA,III, 

AREA I?. 
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Thb analyses from Area XVIII, though concentrated 

somewhat on the island of Hawaii are otherwise well 

distributed and of sufficient density to!make possi¬ 

ble fairly reliable statistical tests* The inclu¬ 

sion of the Galapagos Islands in Area XVlll is per¬ 

haps questionable, but the number of analyses in¬ 

volved is small and all of them seem to be of the 

same general Character as the Hawaiian basalts with 

the exception that they may have somewhat higher alu¬ 

mina content, 

, Southwest ^Pacific Ocean. 5 analyses. Not included 

in study. , 

Southeast {Pacific Ocean. 49 analyses. Society Is¬ 

lands (16)i, Gambiar Islands (6), Marquesas (8), Sa¬ 

moa (11), Rapa (2), Juan Fernandez Islands (5)# Tu- 

buai Islands (l). 

The sample of Area XX is widespread and is of moder¬ 

ate and fairly uniform density* It is, therefore, 

one of the best representative samples of the study. 

, Anarctica. 11 analyses. Not include din study. 

Andesite Analyses listed by Area (See Plate 25) 

Arctic Ocean. 2 analyses. Not included in study* 

Groenland-Xeeland. 1 analysis. Not included in study. 

, Oanadian-U,S. Shield* 1 analysis* Not included in 

study. 

North American Cordillera* jk analyses* Alaska (5), 



Arizona (6), California (14), Colorado (19), Mon¬ 

tana (p)* Nevada (l)j. New Mexico (7), Oregon (9), 

Utah (1),Washington (I)*joining (?)» Mexico (1). 

The sampling of this area is adequate in both dis¬ 

tribution and density to make possible the applica¬ 

tion of statistical tests in comparisons with other 

areas:*. 

AREA V* West Indies Island Arc - South American Cordillera* 

*50 analyses# Argentina (4), Columbia (1)* Ecuador 

(5)j Guatamala (1)^ Panama (4), Y/est Indies (17)* 

The sample Of Area V is well distributed and of 

Sufficient density to make possible reasonably re- 

- liable statistical comparisons * : 

AREA VI. Brazilian Shield. Ho analyses* 

AREA VII* North Atlantic Ocean. No analyses. . 

AREA VIIIi South Atlantic Ocean. No Analyses, 

AREA IX. Northern Europe,. 9 analyses. Not included in study# 

AREA X. i Southern Europe. 44 analyses, Italy (4), Aeolian 

Islands (5)i;France (8), Spain (1), Sardinia (4), 

Austria (l)iLosbos Islands (6), Greece (6), Sicily 

(Mt, Etna) (7), Germany (2), Russia (1). 

The sample of Area X should be adequately representa¬ 

tive because of its wide distribution and uniform den¬ 

sity » 

AREA XI. Africa. 2 analyses. Not included in study. 

AREA XII* Northern Asia. No analyses. 

AREA XIII* Southern Asia* 1 analysis. Not included in study. 
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AREA X&i Indian Ocean. I analysis* Not included in study. _ 

AREA XV. Australia-New Zealand. 25 analyses. Australia: 

New South "Wales (i), Queensland (2), Western Aus¬ 

tralia (l)j New Zealand (19). 

Mie lack of analyses in Australia limits statements 

about Area XV to. New Zealand. 

AREA XVI. Western Pacific Volcanic Rim. 29 analyses. Sum- 

bania Islands (4), Phillippinc Islands (5), Java (2), 

Bering Sea (2) , Sumatra (11), Japan (6), New Guinea 

(D* 

She sample of Area XVI is of sufficient distribution 

and density to mice possible legitimate application 

of statistical comparisons.; 

AREA XVII. Northwest Pacific Ocean* 5 analyses* Not included 

in study. 

AREA XVIII.Northeast Pacific Ocean* 12 analyses. Galapagos 

Islands (5), Hawaiianlslands (9). 

Ihe density of this sample probably is too low to 

make possible Statistical comparisons of high pre¬ 

cision. 

AREA XIX* Southwest Pacific Ocean. 2 analyses* Not Included 

■' in study. 

AREA XX. Southeast Pacific Ocean* 12 analyses. Kataheri (l), 

Mporea (1), IleFitcaira (5), Rapa (1), Raiatea (1), 

Tahiti (1), Tubuai(2), Tutuila (2). 

Ihe low density of this sample makes possible only 

tentative statistical conclusions* 

AREA XXI. Anarctica. 6 analyses. Not included in study. — 
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Variations in Composition Between Areas 

A very common criticism of the use of frequency distributions 

in the study of variations in chemical composiiionofvarious rocks 

Of different areas is that the frequency isdth1t'Mch aparticular rock 

is collected and analyzed does not necessarily represent the natural' 

frequency of the occurrence of’that.rock. Ihe percentage of.the total 

roi^^ciici^djahd:'anaiy?!ed.;;1iiiiSh have a particular ;characteristic} 

in other 'wdrdeji does not necessarily represent the percentage volume ■' 

of the rock in the area, studied^: which has thai^eharseheristic*.. Many 

reaSOhS l^iVI!;t^h:.Siven.-for’-tiaSed sampling*. One of the mo&t common 

is that geqlogiitS: tend' to collect odd rock types tdiich are presumably 

mor6,: ,ttint0r0stingi!>, .aierofore any frequency distribUtion Uould tend, to 

\ be weighted.’.in.'favor of . those uncommon rocks*: Another criticism of 

ilie:':Ull!r;Oiti^eqh|hcy'diStriMtions in describing; the:
:jchemical eomposi- 

tioh/isf ■■frock^i^>that:aven/if all the :;rooks. ^a^di:in;',thO:;;area studied 

the' 

eoliiclo^'H^iid-iStill be impossible to get:aAtruly;represontativc 

’ dominant 

• by: the later; m6re;’ektreme^ differentiate|* 

Oon^rscli||y^t|ahic aehwhich might hare a dcH^CSitioh different from 

lava; 'fr<«:ihe;saSiiO Volcano might also be seleetiyely^destroyod by 

wea^fi^;^;f^ved; ^. srosioni.-' ........ 

/' V^ioUs^idiods.have.been used to re^Vd:,t^i|||cit^ces of bias* *. 

Attests have be^n made to screen uncommon fecks % placing limits on- 

’ rooks5'to. 'bS'Jj^loV^d-^M^^tho statist 

tieal population(e*g.#. Gffeen and. Poldorvaart).». ; Such methods introduce 

a risk ofhidittgreal and important variations* Y/ithproper screening 
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values one could probably establish statistically the "truth" of any 

hypothesis about any two areas in question. Clearly, the less artifi¬ 

cial criteria used in selecting the statistical population* the more 

respect, the results will tend to command. 

Another method used to remoye bias in the frequency distribu¬ 

tion is the introduction of weight factors based on the volume of the 

particular rock in question which according to various assumptions is 

supposed to be presents Both of the above methods have more or lees 

serious disadvantages5 some of them seem to work adequately for parti¬ 

cular problems, v 

Many workers have reasoned that in any given area (especially 

whore the main deviant rock types are a result of differentiation) 

that ary spurious "plus” values would be offset by an equal number of 

'’minus" values, So they tised the average of all rock analyses for pur¬ 

poses of comparing different areas. This procedure can lead to highly 

erroneous conclusions about the variations in the chemical composition 

of the rocks of different areas. For example, a comparison of 62 ba¬ 

salts from Africa with 159 basalts from Australia with regard to NagO 

weight percentage* indicates that the average weight percentage for the 

African basalts is 2*9% and the average for the Australian basalts is 

5»1$« The difference in these two averages is hardly significant and 

one would not suppose that there is any important difference in the 

NagO content of the African and Australian basalts, Howeysr, when the 

two samples were subjected to the nonparametric rank-sum test ( see Ap¬ 

pendix), it was found that the basalts of Africa clearly tend to have 

less Ka20. than those of Australia, (A cursory glance at the distribu¬ 

tion curves will show that this is true. See Plates 9 and 12) 
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In studying the variation of chemical composition it seems 

clear that information is lost by merely averaging the data. The 

whole distribution must be studied if the maximum value is to be 

gained from the data, at hand* 

Allowed certain basic assumptions, the following is submitted 

as a description of a method which minimizes the types of bias dis¬ 

cussed above: 

1* Find the frequency distribution of the rocks in 

the study area with regard to the particular com** 

ponent in question* 

2* Take two areas (or more.) and compare them using 

the nonparametric rank-sum test* (See Appendix) 

5* Accept or reject the hypothesis of similar dis¬ 

tributions according to results of this test. 

Of course, the method has its difficulties, but it does provide (al¬ 

lowing certain assumptions) an improved solution to the problems pre¬ 

sented above* The ways in whioh this test meets the objections which 

have been raised against other methods are as follows. 

The first criticism of the use of frequency distributions in 

the study of variations on the chemical composition of rocks was that 

geologists bias their collections with uncommon rocks. If it may be 

assumed that large enough areas have been sampled over a long enough 

period of time, by enough different geologists, to introduce equal 

bias in all the areas, then the effect of bias can be minimized by use 

of a test least sensitive to it. The assumption does not seem un¬ 

reasonable; at least there seems no generally applicable reason for 

not accepting such an assumption* The only difficulty which may arise 
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is-where particular workers studying particular problems have sampled 

rather large portions of/the earth* s crust and have supplied almost 

all of the data available in that area* Examples of such workers are 

Av B. Edwards in Australia and Tasmania and Lacroix in Madagascar. It 

must also be pointed out that Lacroix proves to be one of the best sup* 

porters of the original assumption# for while he is the sole collector 

in some areas, he has collected in so many areas that one would not 

expept that if large enough areas were compared that they could be dif- 
\ 

ferentiated on the basis of hie personal bias alone* (See References 

cited by Area) 

The second objection raised against the use of frequency: distri¬ 

butions in the study of variations in the chemical composition of rocks 

' ’ i " 

was that nature herself provides a bias by selectively covering or des¬ 

troying certain rock types* Presumably the agencies which produce such 

a bias work the same throughout the earth where the agencies of rock 

genesis are the same. If it can be assumed that the processes which. 

lead to the formation of different rock types on oceanib Volcanic is3r 

lands are more or less the seme in all the oceans, then bias through 

covering and/or selective destruction should be more or less the same, 

if the areas considered are large enough to include examples of islands 

in various stages Of erosion and Volcanic development* It would also 

\ 
seem reasonable to assume that the prooesses introducing bias in the 

continental rocks would tend to be the same for all continental areas* 

Reduced to a simple form this concept may be stated as fellows; 

If rock suite is. subjected to process Pj and 

yields the rook suite R^P^ then rock suite Rg may be 

shown equivalent to Rj, if. RgPg is sho>m to be equivalent 
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that PjaPg is acceptable. 

The usefulness of this procedure lies in the fact that it is 

not necessary to know what R^ or Rg is in order to establish the re- 

is, or was, will 

not be satisfied by this kind of reasoning. The Th/U ratio of a de¬ 

posit is of no immediate value to the mining speculator. Equally so, 

the knowledge that the basalts collected in the Pacific are equivalent 

in distribution to the basalts collected in the Atlantic iB of little 

value to the investigator trying to establish the average bulk compo¬ 

sition of the ocean basins if the basalts collected do not permit the 

absolute determination of average composition. Such knowledge may be 

important, however, to one who is interested in Whether Rj» Rg or wheth¬ 

er Pj_ ** Pg. It is obvious that either of these relations Can be deter¬ 

mined If one is willing to assume equality in the other relation; the 

relationship .between R^P^ and Jt,Pg can be determined by the rank sum 

test if enough samples are at hand. 

Earlier the question of the use of screening values was raised 

and it was suggested that the less manipulation of data necessary* the 

more acceptable are the results of whatever test is used* Investiga¬ 

tion has shown that the rank sum test gives essentially the same re¬ 

sults with unscreened basalt populations as with screened basalt popu¬ 

lations-* The unscreened populations are generally 75 -100$ larger 

than the screened populations,so this would seem to be weighty evidence 

that whatever bias exists in the Sampling of the areas, it is the same 

in the areas compared. Of course it is realized that compensating bi¬ 

ases might have brought different populations together, but this does 

not seem to be the most likely alternative when the almost perfect 

lationship R^ = Rg. Those who want to know what 

to R-P^ if the assumption 
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correspondence of the major components of the two populations is con¬ 

sidered* 

Calculation of the Differentiation Index 

The rank-sum test can only be applied to the distributions of 

individual components of different areas* What is needed is a summary 

method for comparing all of the components of one area simultaneously 

with those of another* Usually such simultaneous comparison can be 

done with respect to one. or, at the most, a few summary characteristics 

of two populations. The characteristic most important to the present 

study is the relative degree of differentiation expressed by the rocks 

of the various areas* Differentiation of the orust is indicated by in- 
9 

creasing SiOg, AlgOj, KagO, and K2O and decreasing CaO, MgO, FeO and 

TiOg* A rock with relatively high percentages of the increasing com¬ 

ponents and low percentages of the decreasing components will be refer¬ 

red to as more or less sialic (Turner and Verhoogen, 1951 p* 550). A 

rock with the opposite characteristic will be referred to as more or 

less femic. These, terms are purely relative* Their use is quantified 

in the present study by the use of sialic indexes, which are calculated 

in the following way: 

The distributions of the eight major components of two areas "A" 

and "B" are compared by the rank-sum test* If "A" is more highly dif¬ 

ferentiated than "B"j that is, more sialic, then it should have more 

SiOg, AlgQj, Ma^O, and KgO, and less CaO, MgO, FeO, and HO2* A value 

of two is added to the index for each one of these relationships that is 

true, and two is subtracted for each one that is false. A value of one 

is added or subtracted accordingly for questionable relationships. Thus, 
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the sialic index varies from -16 to +16. Positive values indicate 

that an area is more sialic than the area with which it is compared; 

negative values indicate that it is more femio. 

The distributions of the eight major components of each of the 

14 basq.lt study areas were, compared with those of the 15 other basalt 

study areas and the relative sialic indexes were computed. She re¬ 

sults' of these comparisons and the sialic indexes of the various areas 

are shown in Tables 1-14. The procedure was repeated for the seven an¬ 

desite study areas and the results are shorn in Tables 15-21* 

As a check on this system of calculating sialic indexes, all of 

the indexes were recalculated using weighted values for all components. 

The weights given were according to the order of the average percentage 

of the component* Because the average sialic order relation (see below) 

between the areas ms found to be essentially the same for both methods 

of calculating indexes, the simpler method was chosen for presentation. 

The Average Order Relation 

Once the order relation of all the basalt test areas had been 

established with regard to each individual area, it was possible to 

find the average rank relation between the various areas* This was 

done simply by giving each area a rank from 1 to 14 According to its 

position in the order relation determined by the sialic indexes in each 

of the 14 groups of tests. (Tables 1-14) If a particular area was 

more sialic than all the other areas in each of the l4 groups of tests, 

then it would consistently rank 1, It would have a total rank of l4 

and an average rank of 1. An area which consistently ranked lowest on 

idle scale would have a total rank of 196 and an average rank of l4f A 
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summation of the results of all the test groups would give a final 

order relation to the l4 areas, and if all the tests were consistent 

the rank of an area in the final order relation would equal the aver¬ 

age rank computed from the summation of all the tests* fiiis relation 

would plot as a straight line as shown in Pig. 1* The relation be¬ 

tween the areas, however, is not consistent in all of the test groups 

as can be seen from examination of Tables 1 - 14, Inconsistencies in 

the order relations weaken the positions of some of, the areas and cor¬ 

respondingly strengthen the positions of others, TIius, when the aver¬ 

age rank position is plotted against the rank in the final order rela¬ 

tion, a straight line does not result, A fundamental problem of the 

present study lies in the interpretation of the deviations of the cal¬ 

culated average rank curve from the line of the theoretical rank rela¬ 

tion, in addition to an explanation of the final order relation itself 

The Same general considerations hold for andesites as for basalts* 

Interpretation of the Average Panic Relation Curve 

The points plotted on the Average Bank Curve (Pig, 1) are clear 

ly separated into five groups* It is significant that with few excep¬ 

tions, the areas grouped by average rank position may also be grouped 

by geographic location and/or geotectonio character, '.This relation is 

clear from a list of the groups and the areas of which they are com¬ 

posed: 

■GROUP I: Area IV. Western North America Cordillera 

GROUP II: Area XVI. Western Pacific Volcanic Rim 

Area V West Indian Island Arc - South American 

Cordillera 
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Area XV. Australia ~ Now Zealand 

GROUP III; Area X. Southern Europe 

Area VIII. South Atlantic Ocean 

Area IX* Northern Europe 

Area XI. Africa 

Area XIII* Southern Asia 

GROUP IV; Area VII* North Atlantic Ocean 

Area XtV, Indian Ocean 

GROUP Vi Area II* Greenland-Iceland 

Area XX* Southeast Pacific Ocean 

Area XVIII.Northeast Pacific Ocean 

It id clear that the four areas of Group I and II border on the 

Pacific Basin* Both areas XVI and V differ from IV in the same res¬ 

pects, They are both higher ;in CaO and lower in NAgO and KgO, These 

relations clearly indicate thjat the Island Arc areas Are slightly'less 

differentiated than the North* American Cordillera, The geotectonic re¬ 

lation of Australia is not sc clear , and nei-thor is the chemical rela¬ 

tion of its extrusive rocks. ; Area XV is generally lower in Si02 and 

Al^O^} high in KgOjr lew in CaO' and Nigh in FeO and. TiOg.* This inconsis¬ 

tent picture cannot be explained in terms of simple differentiation re¬ 

lations, The lack of consistency here may be due to the difference in 

the rate of separation of the various components in question* If KgO 

were the first component to ihcrease followed; by JfegO in the differen¬ 

tiation trend and SiOg and A120J were the last, the relationship of high 

KgO and low Si02 and AlgOsj might be explained as an indication of an 

incipient stage of differentiation. Hie same argument would hold for 

the relation between low CaO, and high FeO and Tx02* The difficulty 
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with tbisarguffietti la that it ia not homo, out 'fay merolationsbips 

of the eaae e<jffipb5ient0 ■ in Areas MX and; ? with those Of Area 31)* 

ids.©*1® Mc.nlMiioe aid- daioiwm seem to bo the-last iobe differen¬ 

tiated* .. She; Sequence in which the .various apn^ononis become separ¬ 

ated -ddift hoi appear to be' a consistent onoi and is perhaps dependent 

on oonditiona nhicb vary fromarea io airoa* ■ 

■Ehe areas Of Group III Compos© MegfeaiAfro-Eurasian land 

■ mass*' with the-- exception of Area VIII which is the. South Atlantic 

ocean, me i-ocallcn ■ of Abea Vlli ■ in this group suggests a raexaMna** 

iion of the; geology of the South Atlantic with this relationship in 

mind* .However* it should be, noted thai the sample Of Area till con** 

cists of only 11 analyses and may not % very reliable, -. 

Group IV. Consists Of tho Herth Atlantic Oooan and the Indian 

OCean* Uiese tup Oceans ■are quite similar tectonically* as they both ■ 

contain middle ridges Dibich'Mr# been found'to'-be. connected with one 

another#' He reason is immediately apparent as. to shy .Area -VIII should 

not b© in this geotectonio group* 

Group ? eontains both the divisions of the Pacific Basin#, mey 

hate similar siaileindexes although they differ, in- four oemponsuis* ■ 

Iho Hawaiian Islands are high SiO^ and PeO'Ind low in KgO end fiOg* 

mese .diffore»ces are contrary' to the theoretical differentiation ten* 

denotes discussed above* It is possible that these differences can be 

explained as a result of primary differences in. the material Mich is 

in the process' of being differentiated, Group 7 also contains Me ' 

Greenland-IcQland area Mich is dominated by analyses .from Iceland*- 

me geochemical association of the basalts of Iceland with the basalts 

of the Paoifio Ocean is interesting and any indicate‘Mat MS lavas. 
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war© formed iindor the eon© conditions from the samp .sort- of Hatorial* 

..' top fp^&prod: that-; in, the eoaparative 

-or^jr; ?WbtQ end products of lam formation 

^^;]^;ats^ddi!L;;©ai0.:^ji©: sialic character of & grpt^:.oif,,lavaB is $. 

the -pcftidi^paa.i©f its formation and the coaposl- 

■ ii.pd.;pf id .fs?fepd|t. the material 

ahst p&ospn it'a^^ sl&lie index 

iM 0--'^ stop® of - ^fferei^ation of the rooks 

issppiefd:a&.i^|' Asw^iisiK^&ati of the degree 

of differentiation Obtained at iimtiHO-.of f0SBsfion.% -the "sweating 

out".of the li^ttpr:fimipria2|i^.. . .. . 

" ■ 1 "■ ■“ ■■ * ■• ,v V _ - ■ . '!~m' . * '. -**; ‘ .- ^ 

. lii©-.|htO'rpr©tQ.iiQn pf thp av©ragp.raKiE;grpupipgi.of ihe study. 

areas- Should lead to the construction of a specific 'peoohoaical model 

■ pf the erupt of the ©arth* •.; PoQSihiiitics pf ^Jbat ^thid iffiodol might look 

likp.^rp: ,and pyre followed % a disotiBsion of corraborating 

©ridone© found in. the present study* 

' S^;^|^sppd!^ 

■ypn:-of;.ihe:,^i^i(a3£ts :Of the 

She. rat® at '-which this separation took place is rpt krtmm although per* 

hs^p.por^i.liis^'^g _■ .-■ ^..sepapl^ 

' iio» offhoolsmente info the SidSrephile* ehaicophil©* and lithephile 

-4933$ 193%* p* $44) continues to thoprsa- 

'Stttte Again* the yato cannotbo doterminod, hut it is probably slower ■ 

than it-upp in ths.pasi* assuming: that, fh© earth- is!:Pooling*,• ®xo eon* 

fteo# lossitiliiy: mx&t ho kopf In mind butwlll not. ho dealt with here* 



The question of the formation of the continents is largely one 

of the rate of geochemical separation * Ifihoseparation ms rapid 

and almost complete in an Initial melton stage of the earth then there 

is good reason for suggesting that the continents were formed at that 

time as a-'.soft' of Sialic Slag' and. that any possible recent additions 

to the cen^nentalmsses are.more or less, minor manifestations of a 

comparatively slow rate of chemical differentiation. (Turner and Ver- 

hoogen p. $0h) If the slag hypothesis is true we Should see a rather 

well defined differentiation in.the layering of the earth and* indeed* 

such a differentiation is in evidence on a. bread scale. 

So far as it is ^otm, chemical differentiation of the crust is 

implemented forthe mostpart by erogenic and/or tectonic activity* 

Heat gradients rise* mechanical equilibrium is destroyed, and' in gener¬ 

al conditions become.favorable for-the further separation of the ele¬ 

ments. This is not a simple picture and is not always a one-way pro¬ 

cess in a particular instance, but the overall tendency is toward a 

nonreversible geochemical separation* On a broad scale, then* one 

would ejepect certain "original" sialic, continental areas with addition¬ 

al .areas .of more or loss differentiated composition with the degree of 

differentiation depending primarily on the erogenic and/br tectonic 

history of the' area* As it happens the continental margins tend to be 

tectonically active, so one might expect that the processes of differ¬ 

entiation tfould be the. most active in those areas. The overall pic-: 

tupe that might be expected is one of more or loss homogeneous conti¬ 

nental masses with intermediate zones marginal to the continents* The 

more or less homogeneous ocean basins would form the "uncontinentalised'' 

portion of the earth* Variations within these areas is, Of course, to 
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1)0 expected* and where Moy exist- they are probably a Jesuit of the 

interaction of whatever primary random Variation; existed in- the pri¬ 

mordial sarM and difference in erogenic and/or tectonic history of the 

areas;.',in question* St .is;, difficult to evaluate; tho relative strengths 

of the two effects* ~ 

Some continents may be more' differentiated thaneMers and per- 

haps eoae of the ocean Mains are less differentiated than others* It 

night also be that some of the continental masoeB are so mature (i.e* 

they have been reduced to- thin .shields by. erosion and no- longer- are, ; . 

tootonieaily active). Mat the processes of differentiation which oper¬ 

ate within then no longer produce lavas of highly sialic character* : 

Comparison between Model and Evidence of Present Study 

Previous discussion lias described the character of five groups 

Of areas on the basis of average:- sialic index rank. - The relative posi¬ 

tion of tho five groups will now bo discussed in toms of the hypotheti¬ 

cal model presented above* . She highest sialic index (G^oup 1) is found 

in. the western North American Cordillera and Correlates with the. strong¬ 

est 'Coincidence: Of. erogenic activity and crustal thickness*. The area 

is ene of - the .eldest orogenio regions of the- world* but its activity 

continues to the present*■ ■ The- oxtrusives, Of-this •arM wore thus sub¬ 

jected to a high-degree of differentiation and .have, had a thick column 

of sialic crustal material through which they had,to rise* .. 

Areas XVI (Western Pacific Bin) and V (West Indies SeuM Ameri¬ 

ca) of Croup II are somewhat lower on Me-sialic scale because they are 

younger areas* Although they are presently Me moat active areas in 

Me earth Me lavas formed do ■ not have ■ Me - great. crustal Miokness, 
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through which they must tb reach the surface. She relation of 

Auctraliaio this, group* as ms pointed out* Is.hot rery clear and 

discussion of lie relation with the other areas of the group will fee 

discussed later*. 

Group HI. is composed Of the two European areas* Africa* South* 

era Asia and the South Atlantic Ocean* Southern Europe .Is highest in 

the group probably because it |s most active orogenieal|y, Northern 

Europe* Africa* and southern Asia, hare similar ■sialic indexes because 

they, are largely shield areas and '.not orogenicaiiy active* me posi¬ 

tion of -the South Atlantic Ocean in this group is ■discussed below, 

. ' %oup iy includeo the Horth Atlantic snathe Indian Oceans, 

' Sisse 'two areas-'have a difference in sialic index of %■ hut: differ in-' 

four co%onents* hie Eforth Atlantic is lower in SiOg* higher in HO2* 

and- guestiombiy higher in both IfogO and JCjO* Ho explanation is ap¬ 

parent -for these .differences*... Previously it ms pointed out that those 

two areas hat® structural similarities and might be expected to hare 

Similar .rOCk compositions, fhe important fact ''iff- the analyses of ex* 

trusives from these areas are not of rooks which are closely .associated 

with .the Mid-Atlantic Ridge and Its Indian Ocean extension* Of the 2j5 

analyses of .Area, nil two analyses-' are from ths Asores and- two are from 

St, Paul Books*' It is interesting to note that the two reeks from St* 

Paul Ricks are the most sialic, rocks of the entire, arbe* All of the ■' 

analyses from Area nil are of rocks from the md-^Atlantic Ridge* . then 

the distribution of the analyses, .in the three oceanic areas (North and 

South Atlantic and Indian Oceans) is' considered* the highly sialic char¬ 

acter of the rocks of the South Atlantic does not seem as anomalous as 

'was- previously pointed out* Hie part of the ocean basin being campled 
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iiniArea .V^II is more highly active tectonically and would bo expect¬ 

ed, to be more sialic in composition* 

Ihe effect of the presence of a small number Of more, sialic rocks 

in the samples from Areas VII and XEV may explain the difference in the 

average sialic indexes of Groves IV and V* The two analyses from St* 

Paul Books are higher than the Area VII average in Si02 and AigOj and 

lower than average in CaO, !%0j and Pep*' The removal of these two an¬ 

alyses from the sample weald probably move the average rank -position 

of Area VII toward that of the Areas of Group V* Sampling bias might 

also account for the position of the Indian Ocean* As was noted earli¬ 

er most of the analyses of Area XIV are from Reunion Island* ' The eom-> 

poeition of the rocks on this island might be affected by association 

with the structures in the Indian Ocean which.are extensions -of the Mid- 

Atlantic Ridge* Further study of variation within these areas would be 

necessary to rake possible a more than tentative explanation of the dif¬ 

ferences in composition which exist* It is not possible to tell at this 

-.timettdiethor the differences between Group I? and Group y/would stand up 

under further analysis* 

If the two analyses-from St* Paul Rocks wore removed from Area 

VII they would logically have to be placed in Area VIII* Ihey would 

tend to males oven stronger the association of this area with Group III* 

Whether the more sialio character of Area VIII .results from ^tectonic 

and/or orogenio. activity or from the assimilation of sialic crustal, ma¬ 

terial is problematical* It is certain that some sort of tectonic ac¬ 

tivity has been active along the.Mid-Atlantic Ridge- in order to create 

such an extensive mountain range*' Whether this activity is comparable 

to the erogenic activity of the continents cannot bo answered at this 



ttest ■ M addition' to evidence of tootcnic MIj? (W0) 

ports politics so^i^itho fn.tfeo iisoh^es of-AsoiaSlsii lateM* 1Ilse.eo 

too linsa of evMenee less!-m it wm&ottM.® ta:.t^doj% of'least no a 

-log -tlio high olalie eMrOebss?. of the 

feoa the ^«|!i Atfeatio oeea% , it shaald;he fai^tmslssd* 

that all of ilio oaaspling dlfelmiltleo haoe not boon done at!t%* t&ih* 

Svon with ffeo nooddblo addition of it?o analyses fee® si* Paul Bocte 

tie sashes of onslyioe in- the .oo^io wait bo only 15* Hvo of those 

- omiyaoo j&ro free St* Helena Island v$&cU9. it cciesss* is not aeteally 

on tlio ZM^iiimtdo r&dga» Hieao dil^iooltico' would Imvo to bo not 

i» order to' present a eo*3ptafeeiy osfesfonb fietoso*" ■ . 

iSb© Sedation of-Andesite® to S&salto ■ ■ 

Use i@m$ teste were performed on the andesite sgsplos at were 

fo^ofeod- oil the booedto# S%o ayoiago $s*&u psedilon of the andeeitoo 

■ |o 0mm in Hgure % *Mo& is plotted in a jpea&w?. niMXni* to that wood 

for the hasslt ft ^®m. be foadlly aeon 'that 'the gi^mping of ■ 

tho-aadooitoa io not 00 clearly defined ad that fan the fcooalis* Cs» 

ty two groups can bo dlstioipdelu&l*- Group 1 eosffoeed of tt» andesites 

< of Areas K (Southern Sorpoo) and I? (Western Sorth Aaorica) mi Group 

II Closed of Areas V* X?» SV3, XHIt* and 2&i mid 15 shot® that / 

the diotribationo of the eight oowpenessiB of -Arms I?, and K are alilse 
1 . ' ' , 

in every ro,%oet»s end comparison of Plates I? and If illisstmtos tho 

almost p0rfoot.-oorro%ond£S3oo cfrthe^vomgo ‘mimn of 'tlw.ee^meiaie 

of these ifeofw HiO- oiipiifioini point io that there ate indications 

t&leh suggest that the differences! are BOJ® apparent ikm real* It . 

Ob^d te r^ifistered tbat the m&?& in "Fipto S io x&t a tgit®re of' 
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difference in sialic indexj it is only a measure of the consistency 

of rankppsition* The consistency of faille position is dependent on 

the sialic character of the rock but is not a direct measure of it. 

The order relations upon which the average rank is based are statements 

only of “greater than” or ’‘less than" and do not tell “how much great¬ 

er then'1 or "how much less than". 

Examination of T&biosil5 through 21 will shot,that the differ¬ 

ences in the sialic indexes of the andesite study areas are of a com- 

paratively lot; magsitude» The maximum range in any one test is from 

5 to -5 as ^compared to the maximum range of IQ to -16 in the compari¬ 

son of basalt study areas* The maximum range possible is 16 to -16* 

The average difference in sialic index between the Mutest and the 

lowest areas in each test for andesites is 6*4$ which means that on 

the average the highest and the lowest areas differ in composition in 

only 1*6 out of 8 components linasmuchi as extreme differences of 

Iplus" to “minus" count double* These differences are compared to an 

average difference in the sialic indexes of the basalt areas of 18.4 

which indicates a difference in 4*6 out of eight components* 

Plates 16 through 25 illustrate the homogeneity of the andesite 

samples. The only differences in areas suggested by the distribution 

curves themselves is the relatively low sialic character of Areas XVIII 

(northeast Pacific Ooena) and XX (Southeast Pacific Ocean)* Although 

there is no clear break in the curve in Figure 2 to separate these two 

areas from the higher areas their proximity to the theoretical lino 

suggests a consistently low sialic index* The low position of these 

rooks would tend to substantiate the views of IkLchonald (1957) the states 

that these rocks* thick he terms mageafitos and andssine basalts* are 
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kin to a more alkalic suite of rocks than what is considered the typi¬ 

cal calc-alkaline continental andesite suite* it should he remembered, 

however, even when considering these- lowest two groups that the differ¬ 

ences in sialic indexes involved are snail* ' 
' \ * 1 ■" ' " • . - ;‘i%-.. • ■' ■ ' ; ’ ■ ' ' ’ "f " ■ ' 

The relative homogeneity of; the andesites is difficult to explain 

if they/ are related to the some processes of differentiation in the crust 

that produce the hide spectrum Of basalt composition* Two factors enter 

into the discussion: (a) it is difficult to talk of the average composi¬ 

tion of andesites from the data of the present study because no rock 

analyses were accepted which had more than 60 per cent SiOg content, and 

(b) the "granitic" crust is not granitic in composition but-on the aver¬ 

age- is' somewhat less sialic than commonly inferred by the tern ‘'granitic". 

It i’s^pps'sibieethdxi, that andesite represents} not a rock in the process 

of being differentiated} but an end point product that is in near equi¬ 

librium with the average crustal rock* Sueharcek could not become • 

more sialio except in a Closed system differontation. To tost this hy¬ 

pothesis more information is needed on the composition of both andesites 

and the average “granitic*1 crust#' 

Summary and Conclusions 

The relations of the distributions of the eight major components 

Of the basalts of l4 study areas have been' summarised by comparison of 

the sialic index of these areas* Fourteen seriee of tests were run 

and the order relation of the 14 areas in each was established* The 

average rank position of each area was computed, from'the 14 order rela¬ 

tion series and was plotted in Figure ii The grouping of the areas in 

Figure 1 is a measure of the consistency of their rank position and is 



thus can indirect measure of their sialic character* 

Ihe grouping of the areas by average rank position corresponds# 

with one or two exceptions# to a grouping of areas of similar tectonic 

and/or erogenic history# ihe correspondence of these two factors sup¬ 

ports the view that the composition of the basic extras!ves in a parti¬ 

cular area is a result of the interaction of tectonic and/or erogenic 

activity and assimilation of previously differentiated "granitic" crus¬ 

tal rate rial* It is possible that the correspondence between the com¬ 

position of the rocks in an area and the genera! tectonic character of 

the area is not strictly a cause and effect relationship. It may be 

that the entrance of sialic material is as much the cause of* as the 

result of* tectonic and/or erogenic activity* 

Ihe present data substantiate the view of Green and Poldervaart 

(1955) that there are no distinct types of basaltic magma and that there 

is a more or less continuous series from silica-undersaiuzated to sili¬ 

ca-saturated basalts* Ihoir view that the continental margins tend to 

te highw to A1205 1* ala, supported by tee present data. (See tobies 

1* 2* and 3) AlgO^ is generally regarded as the most constant of all 

Of the rock components* but it is interesting to note that it is &Xg0j 

Which has the strongest positive oorrelation with increasing sialic rank* 

$e direct comparisons between andesites and basalts were unde 

with the rank-sum test} however, a comparison of the distribution 

curves and average compositions of the two rock types clearly shows an¬ 

desite to bo more sialic than basalt* Although this relation exists* 

the connec.ixbn between the tire rock types cannot be definitely estab¬ 

lished from the present data* 
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COMPARISON OF THE AVERAGE RANK 

POSITIONS OF THE 14 BASALT STUDY AREAS 

N 

\ 

\ • 
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\ 
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\ 

14 IV XVI V XV X VIII XX XX XXXIVXX XXV II XX XVIII Art* 

Highest possible average rank is 19 lowest possible is 14. The aboeissa 

arrangement is in order of deereasing rank* Grouping of areas illustrates 

the consistence? of their rank position and is thus a measure of the 

strength of their differentiation eharaeteristie* 

Dashed line indieates theoretical position of points if rank positions 

were wholly consistent in all tests* 

1 

2 

3 

.4 

5 

e 

7 

e 

s 
O N 

Fig* 2 

AVERAGE RANK POSITIONS OP 

THE 7 ANDESITE STUDY AREAS 

s e 

» ■ ■ » » S 
IV V XV XVIXVIII XX 

Highest possible average rank is 1, lowest is 7. 

Order arrangement and grouping explanation sane as for basalts 
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Tub I e 1. 

COMPARISON OF THE BASALTS OF AREA IV WITH THOSE OF ALL OTHER AREAS 

Area IV V VIII XVI XV . IX XIII X XI II VII XX XIV XVIII 

Si02 s 3 - 3 m - -? - - - - - - - 

A12°3 
s a a - • - - - - - - - - - 

Na20 = - 3 - 3 = - 4? - - - - - - 

K2° = - = - 4 3 -? 4? 3 - 3 3 - - 

CaO 3 4 3 f 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 

MgO a 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 = 3 4 4 4 4 

FeO = = ♦ = 4 4 4 4 4 4 4* 4 4 4 

Ti02 a - 3 a 4 + 4? 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 

Index 0 -4 -4 -6 •6 -8 -9 -10 -12 -14 -14 -14 -16 -16 

Table 2. ■ ■ 

COMPARISON OF THE BASALTS OF AREA XVI WITH THOSE OF ALL OTHER AREAS 

Area IV XVI V VIII XV XIII IX X XI II VII XX XVIII XVI 

sio2 a 3 a - - a - - - - - - - - 

A12°3 = 3 a 3 - - - - - - - . - - - 

Na20 4 a 4 a = 4? + = - a 3 3 -? 

K2O 4 = 'a 3 4 3 3 + 4 -? 4-? 3 -? 3 

CaO - a a 3 • 3 • 3 > 3 3 4-? 3 = 3 

MgO a 3 » 3 a 3 4? 4 S 3 4 4 4 4 

FeO a 3 a 4? 4 4 4 a 4 4 4 4 4 4 

TiOa a a a a a -? = 4 4? 4-? 4 4 4 4 

Index 6 0 0 -1 •2 -3 -4 •4 -5 -10 -10 -10 -11 -11 

Indexes are calculated on the basis of +2 for positive Si02, Al^O^, NagO, KgO, 

and negative CaOf MgO, FeO, and Ti02# Questionable relations have half value. 
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f 

Table 

COMPARISON OF THE BASAI.TS OF AREA V WITH THOSE OF ALL OTHER AREAS 

> 

Area . . IV XVI V XV VIII X IX XIII XI VII XIV XX XVIII II 

S102 s = = = = - - = - - - - - -? 

A12°3 = a = - - - - - - - - - - - 

N«2O 4 = = 4-? ♦ 4 4? 3 = = -? a = -? 

K2° 
4 = = 4 4 4 f = 4 4 4 4 = a 

CaO • = 3 • 3 3 3 a 3 3 3 3 3 4 

MgO s « = = = 3 = = 3 = = 4? 3 = 

FeO s = = 4 4 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 

Ti02 4 a S 4 4-? 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 

Index 4 0 0 -1 -1 -2 -5 .6 -6 -6 -7 -7 -8 -10 

Table 4. 

COMPARISON OF THE BASALTS OF AREA XV WITH THOSE OF ALL OTHER AREAS 

Area IV XVI V XV IX VIII X XI VII II XIII XIV XX XVIII 

sio2 ♦ 4 = 3 s 3 - 4? - - = - - 3 

A12°3 
4 4 4 8 3 3 = 3 3 -? - 3 - - 

Na20 a 3 -? a 3 3 4 - -? - - - - - 

K2° - - - = 3 3 3 -? -? - - - -? - . 

CaO s 4 4 a S 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 

MgO a a a a 3 = 4 a 3 a -? 4? 4 4 

FeO - - - « a a - a a 4 4 a a 4 

TiC*2 - * - a a 3 ‘ 4 a 4 a a 4 4 4 

Index 6 2 \ 0 0 . 0 -4 -4 -8 -9 -0 -11 -13 -14 
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Table 5. 

COMPARISON OP THE BASALTS OP AREA X WITH THOSE OP ALL OTHER AREAS 

AT0A IV XVI XV V VIII XI X XIII IX II XIV VII XVIII XX 

S102 ♦ ♦ 4- ♦ a a a + a a a - - 

A12°3 
♦ 4- a ♦ a a a a a a a 3 m - 

NaaO -? - - - a - - - - ' - - - - - 

K2O -? a - a - a - a - - a - - 

CaO - ■ - a a s a a a 4* ♦ 4* + 4* 

MgO - - m a -? a - a a a a a 4* 

PaO - a ♦ a a • - a + ♦ ■#> 4- + 4- 4* 

T10a - - - - a a a a a a a ♦ ? ♦ 

Index 10 4 4 2 X 0 0 -2 -2 -8 -8 -9 -14 -18 

Table e. 

COMPARISON OP THE BASALTS OP AREA VIII WITH THOSE OP ALL OTHER AREAS 

Area IV V XVI XV IX VIII X XI XIII XIV VII II XX XVII 

Si02 ♦ S ♦ a a - a +f = - a - m 

A12°3 
■ ♦ a a a a a a a a a a - m 

Na2° a - - a a a a - - - - - - - 

K2° 
a - a a a a a a a a - - 3 - 

CaO s X a a a a a a a a ♦ ? ♦ a a 

MgO a 8 a a a ♦ ? a = ♦ ? 4>? a' 4* ♦ 

PaO - - -? = a a a a ♦ a a ♦ a ♦ ? 

Ti02 a -? a a a a a a = a a a a 8 

Index 4 1 1 0 0 0 -1 •2 -3 -3 -6 -8 -8 -9 
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Table 7. 

COMPARISON OF THE BASALTS OF AREA IX WITH THOSE OF ALL OTHER AREAS 

Area IV V XVI X XIII IX VIII XV XIV XI VII II XX XVIII 

Si02 4 ♦ 4 s ♦ = 3 3 3 3 - 3 - 3 

A12°3 
4 ♦ 4 s 3 3 8 s 3 3 3 3 s - 

N«2° 
= -7 -? s - 3 3 3 - - . -7 - - - 

K20 s 3 3 3 

CaO =5 3 ■4* a = = = 3 4 4* ♦ 4 4 4 

MgO = 3 -7 3 - S 3 3 = = 3 3 4 3 

PeO - - - - ♦ 3 3 3 3 = 3 4 3 4* 

TiOz - - 8 ■3 3 3 3 S 3 3 * 3 3 3 4 

[ndex 8 s 4 2 0 0 0 0 -4 -4 .9 -8 -10 -12 

Table 8. 

COMPARISON OF THE BASALTS OF AREA XI WITH THOSE OF ALL OTHER AREAS 

Area IV V XVI XV IX VIII XI X XIII XIV VII II XX XVIII 

Si02 4 4 ♦ -7 8 3 3 =* 4 -7 - 3 - s 

A12°3 
4 4 4 3 = 3 3 3 3 3 3 8 - - 

Na20 4 s - 4 4 4 3 4 3 3 3 - -7 3 

K2° = - - 4? 3 3 8 = -7 - 3 - a - 

CaO - 3 8 - - 3 3 3 3 3 4? 4 8 8 

MgO 3 3 3 3 8 8 3 4 3 47 47 3 4 4 

PeO - - - 3 3 3 . 8 3 4 3 8 4 3 4 

Ti02 - - -7 3 = 3 8 3 3 8 4 3 4 4 

Index 12 6 5 4 4 2 0 0 -1 -4 -8 -9 -10 
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Table 9-, 
i 

COMPARISON UK THE BASALTS OF AREA XIII-WITH THOSK OK ALL OTHER AREAS 

Area IV 

>
 

>
 

X
 XVI VIII X XI XIII IX XIV XVITI VII XX 11 

sio2 4? 3 3 3 -? - - = - - * - - - 

A12°3 
4 4 4 4 = = = = = = = = = = * 

Na20 4 4 =s = 4* 4 « = 4 = = 3 3 - 

K2° 
4? 4 3 = 3 4 4? = = 3 - = 3 

_ O 

CaO - - 3 3 3 ' 3 3 3 3 ♦ ? 4 4 4 4 

MgO 3 4? 3 = = 4 = 3 4 4 4 4 4 = 

FeO - - - » = - -? = - - = 

TiOa -? 3 — 4-1 = 3 3 = 3 = = 4 4 3 

Index 9 9 6 3 3 2 1 0 0 -4 -6 -6 -6 -7 

Table 10. 

COMPARISON OK THE BASALTS OF AREA Vll WITH THOSE OF ALL OTHER AREAS 

Area IV XVI 1 : xv V VIII XIII XI IX XIV VII XX XVIII II 

Si02 + 4■ 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 4 4 

A12°3 
4 4- = : = _ 4 = 3 3 = = = - - = 

Na20 4 - 4 4-? = 4 = = 4? = -? = - 

K2° 
= -? = 4*? - 3 3 3 = -? 3 = - - 

CaO - -? 3 -? - -? - - — 3 3 3 

MgO - - = : = 3 -? - -? = 3 = 3 3 = 

FeO - - = - = 4 3 = = 3 3 4 4 

Ti02 - - ? - 3 - - 55 - 3 = = 4 

Index 14 10 9 1 i 6 6 6 6 5 2 0 -3 -4 -6 
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TabU- II. 

COMPARISON OF Till. IIASALTS OF AKKA XIV WITH TIIOSK OF ALL OT1IKR ARRAS 

Area IV XVI XV X V XIII IX VIII XI XIV II XVIII VII XX 

Si02 
4 4 4- — f 4 = = 4-? = 44 - - 

>
 

to
 O
 

C
4
 4 4 = = ¥ = = = = = - 

Na2° 
4 4? f 4 4?. 4 4 * = = 

4-? = 

K2° 
4 = . 4 4 ~ = = - = 4? = 

CaO - = ■- - =• -? - = 3 r -* = 

MgO - - -? = - = -? -? = = = 

FeO - - = - ¥ ? = = = 

Ti02 - - - = = = = = 4 4 

Index 16 11 11 8 7 4 4 3 2 

M
 

1 

C
J
 1 

c
 -2 -6 

Table 12. 

COMPARISON OF TIIK BASALTS OF AREA II WITH THOSE OF ALL OTIIKR ARRAS 

Area IV V XVI XV X IX XI VIII XIII VII XVIIT XIV II XX 

si°2 4 4? 4 = = = = 4 - = - 

>
 

H-
 

to
 O
 

W
 4 4- • 4 4? = = = = = = = 

Na2° 4 4? 4 ■4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4? = = = 

K2° 
4 = 4 ? 4- 4 4 4 4 4? 4=4 = 4 

CaO - - = - - - - - = = = 

MgO = = = = = = = = = - 4- 

FeO - - - - - - - = — 3 — = - 

Ti°2 - -? = = = = = - = 4 

Index 14 10 10 9 8 8 8 8 7 6 3 2 0 -2 



Table 13 

COMPARISON OF THE BASALTS OF AREA XX WITH THOSE OF ALL OTHER AREAS 

Area X I? XV XVI IX XI VIII V XIII XIV VII II XVITI 

Si02 4 4 4 4“ 4 4 4 4 ♦ 4 3 4 4 

A12°3 
♦ 4 4 4 = 4* 4 4 3 4 4 3 3 

Na20 4 4 4* s 4* 4? 4 3 3 3 4? 3 S 

K2° 
4 3 4-? s 3 3 3 - 3 3 3 - - 

CaO - - - s - 3 3 3 - 3 3 3 3 

MgO - - - - - - - -? - 3 3 - = 

FeO - - 3 - = 3 3 - 4 3 - 4 4 

Ti02 - - - - - - 3 - - -• 3 - - 

Index 18 14 13 10 10 9 s 7 6 6 3 a 0 • 

Table 14. 

COMPARISON OF THE BASALTS OF AREA XVIII WITH THOSE OF ALL OTHER AREAS 

Area IV X XV IX XVI XI VIII V XIII VII XIV XVIII XX 

S102 4 4 » 3 4 3 = 4 = - - 3 

Al2°3 
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 4 4 3 = 

Na20 4 4 4 4 = 3 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 

K2° 
4 4 4 4 4? 4 4 3 4 4 4 3 * 

CaO - - - - 3 3 3 3 - 3 3 3 3 

MgO - 3 - - - \ - - 3 - 3 = 3 = 

PeO - - - - - -? - 3 - = 3 

Ti02 - - - = - 3 3 = 3 4 

Index 16 14 14 12 11 10 9 8 6 4 2 0 0 



Table 15 

COMPARISON OF THE ANDESITES OF AREA X WITH THOSE OF ALL OTHER AREAS 

Area X IV 

>
 

X
 

>
 XVIII XVI XX 

Si02 
3 3 3 3 - 3 - 

A12°3 
= 3 S 3 3 3 . = 

N®2° s ' 3 3 S * + ? 3 8 

K20 s . 3 - 3 - 3 

CaO B 3 3 3 3 ♦ 3 

MgO 3 S 3 3 3 3 3 

FeO 3 3 B 3 ♦ 3 

Ti02 3 3 3 8 ♦ ? S + 

Index 0 0 -2 -2 

Table 16. 

-4 -4 -5 

COMPARISON OF THE , ANDESITES OF AREA IV WITH THOSE OF ALL OTHER AREAS 

Area IV V X XVIII XX XVI XV 

Si02 3 3 = - - 3 

A12°3 
S + 3 3 3 3 3 

Na20 3 3 3 > + * - 

K2° 3 - 3 3 3 -? -? 

CaO 3 3 3 3 + 4- 

MgO 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 

FeO 3 ♦? 3 + + 3 3 

TIO2 3 - 3 + + 3 3 

Index 0 0 0 -4 -4 -5 -5 
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Table 17. 

COMI'AIIISON OF TI1K ANDKSITES OK ARRA V WITH THOSK OF ALL OTHKR AURAS 

Area X V XV IV XVI XVIII XX 

S102 iX a a a - - - 

*l2°J 
a a a - a 8 -? 

Na 0 
2 

a 3 - a a 4* a 

K2° 
4* 

= 

+ 4- 4- 4* 4- 

CaO a a a -? 4» a a 

MgO a a a a a a a 

FeO a a a -? a 4- a 

Ti02 a a a 4- a 4- 4- 

Index 2 0 0 0 

Table 18. 

.2 -2 -3 

COMPARISON OF THE ANDESITES OF AREA XV WITH THOSE OF ALL OTHER AREAS 

Area IV 1 XVI V XV XX XVIII 

S102. 
a a a a a - - 

A12°3 
a a a a a’ a a 

NagO 4- a 4-f 4- a 4* 

K2° 
+ ? + a - a a a 

CaO - a a a a a a 

MgO a a 3 a a a a 

FeO a a a a a + ? 4- 

Ti02 a a a = a 4- 4- 

Index 5 2 I 0 0 —3 -4 
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Table 19. 

COMPARISON OF THE ANDESITES OF AREA XVI WITH THOSE OP ALL OTHER AREAS 

Area IV X V XVI XV XVIII XX 

Si02 + a 4- a a - - 

A12°3 
= a • a a a ■ a a 

Na2° a a a '■ = -? + 4? 

K2° + 1 + - a a a a 

CaO - - - a a a a 

MgO = a • a = a a a 

FeO a a a a a + ♦ 

Ti02 a = a a a 4? 4 

Index 5 4 2 0 

Table 20. 

-1 -3 -5 

COMPARISON OF THE ANDESITES OF AREA Will WITH THOSE OF ALL OTHER AREAS 

Area X XV IV XVI V XVIII XX 

S102 + + 4* 4* + a 8 

A12°3 
a a = a a - a 

Na20 -? - - - - a 

K2° 
a a a a - a a 

CaO a a a a a a a 

MgO a a a a a a a 

FeO - - - - - a = 

Ti02 -? - -? - a 

Index 4 4 4 3 2 0 -I 

i 
i 
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Table 21. 

COMPARISON OF TI1E ANDESITES OF AREA XX WITH THOSE OF ALL OTHER AREAS 

Area X XVI IV XV V XVIII XX 

Si02 4* 4* 4- 4- 4- 8 8 

A12°3 
8 ■ 8 a a 4-? 8 S 

Na2° 8 -? - - s 8 8 

K2° 
S a 8 a - 8 

CaO 

• 

s 8 a a 8 8 S 

MgO a a a a 8 8 8 

FeO -? - -? 8 8 8 

t102 - - - m - -? a 

Index 5 s 4 3 3 1 0 
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PI. 1 

BASALT 

PERCENTAGE FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS OF THE EIGHT MAJOR COMPONENTS OF ALL AREAS 

(Total) 

Number in Sample « 744 

Nuober in sample is same for all components except for TiO^ which may be less. 

Frequency values for class intervals are plotted on the ordinates of their 
lower boundries* 
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BASALT 

PERCENTAGE FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS OF THE EIGHT MAJOR COMPONENTS OF AREA 

PI 

II 

2 

Nunber in Sample » 23 

Number in sample is same for all components except for tl02 which may be less, 

Frequency values for class intervals are plotted on the ordinates of their 
lower boundries. 
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PI. 3 

BASALT 

PERCENTAGE FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS OF THE EIGHT MAJOR COMPONENTS OF AREA IV 

Nunber in Saaplo « 151 

Number in sample is same for all components except for TiO^ which may be less. 

Frequency values for class intervals are plotted on the ordinates of their 
lower boundries. 
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PI. 4 

BASALT 

PERCENTAGE FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS OF THE El (HIT MAJOR COMPONENTS OF AREA V 

Nunber in Sample * 14 

Number in nample is same for all components except for Ti02 which may be less. 

Frequency values for class intervals are plotted on the ordinates of their 
lower boundries. 
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pi. 5 

BASALT 

PERCENTAGE FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS OF THE EIGHT MAJOR COMPONENTS OF AREA VII 

Number in Sample * 25 

Nuaber in Maple is saae for all components except for TiOg which may be less. 

Frequency values for class intervals are plotted on the ordinates of their 
lower boundries. 
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PI . 6 
* 

BASALT 

PERCENTAGE FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS OF THE EIGHT MAJOR COMPONENTS OF AREA VIII 

Nuaber in Saaple » u 

Nuaber in Maple is Mae for all components except for Ti02 which may be less. 

Frequency values for class intervals are plotted on the ordinates of their 
lower boundries. 



BASALT 
PI. 7 

PERCENTAGE FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS OF THE El GOT MAJOR COMPONENTS OF AREA IX 

Nuaber in Saaple » 23 

Nuaber in Maple ia same for all components except for Ti02 which may be leas 

Frequency valuea for claaa intervals are plotted on the ordinatea of their 
lower boundriea. 
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PI. 8 

BASALT 

PERCENTAGE FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS OF THE EIGHT MAJOR COMPONENTS OF AREA X 

Number in Sample * 96 

Number in sample is same for all components except for TiOg which may be less. 

Frequency values for class intervals are plotted on the ordinates of their 
lower boundries. 
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PI . 9 

BASALT 

PERCENTAGE FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS OF THE EIGHT MAJOR COMPONENTS OF AREA XI 

Number in Saipl« « 62 

Ntafetr in eample is MM for all components except for TiOg which may be less. 

Frequency values for class intervals are plotted on the ordinates of their 
lower boundries* 
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BASALT 

PERCENTAGE FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS OF THE EIGHT MAJOR COMPONENTS OF AREA 

PI. 10 

XIII 

Number in Sample = 16 

Number in sample is same for all components except for TiO^ which may be less 

Frequency values for class intervals are plotted on the ordinates of their 
lower boundries. 
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PI. 11 

BASALT 

PERCENTAGE FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS OF THE EIGHT MAJOR COMPONENTS OF AREA XIV 

Nuaber in Saapl* ■ 37 

% 

30- 

20- 

10- 

0 

sio2 

Ave. a 40.9 % 

40 45 
I i i i i m m1 ~ 
50 95 40 % 

Nuaber in Maple is Mae for all component• except for TiOg which may be lees* 

Frequency values for class intervals are plotted on the ordinates of their 
lower boundries* 
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BASALT 
PI. 12 

PERCENTAGE FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS OF THE El (HIT MAJOR COMPONENTS OF AREA XV 

Nuober in SaapU » 130 

Number in sample io nan* for all components except for TiOg which may be less. 

Frequency values for class intervals are plotted on the ordinates of their 
lower boundries. 
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PI. 13 

BASALT 

PERCENTAGE FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS OF THE EIGHT MAJOR COMPONENTS OF AREA XVI 

Nuaber in Saaple a 20 

Nusbvr in sample is sans for nil components except for TiO^ which may be less 

Frequency values for class intervals are plotted on the ordinates of their 
lower boundriee. 
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Pl# 14 

BASALT 

PERCENTAGE FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS OF THE El (HIT MAJOR COMPONENTS OF AREA XVIII 

Nuaber in Sample * 78 

Number in sample is same for all components except for Ti02 which may be less. 

Frequency values for class intervals are plotted on the ordinates of their 
lower boundries. 
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Pi. is 

t BASALT 

PERCENTAGE FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS OF THE EIGHT MAJOR COMPONENTS OF AREA XX 

Nuadier in Staple ■ 49 

Nuaber in staple la stae for all components except for TiO^ which may be less* 

Frequency values for class intervals are plotted on the ordinates of their 
lower boundries. 
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PI. 16 

ANDESITE 

PERCENTAGE FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS OF THE EIGHT MAJOR COMPONENTS OF ALL AREAS 

(Total) 

Humber in Sample * 224 

Number in smipl« is MM for nil components except for TiO^ which may he less, 

Frequency values for class intervals are plotted on the ordinates of their 
lower boundries. 
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ANDESITE 

PERCENTAGE FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS OF THE El (HIT MAJOR COMPONENTS OF AREA IV 

Ntiaber in Snaplo * 74 

Nunbor In ooaplo in naan far nil component* oxcopt for TiO^ which uy bo loos 

Froquoncj wnluoa for elnao integrals nro plot tod on tho ordinntoa of thoir 
lowor boundrioa. 
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PI . 18 

ANDESITE 

PERCENTAGE FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS OF THE EIGHT MAJOR COMTONENTS OF AREA V 

Number in Sample = 30 

Number in sample is same for all components except for TiO^ which may be less 

Frequency values for class intervals are plotted on the ordinates of their 
lower boundries. 
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PI. 19 

ANDESITE 

PERCENTAGE FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS OF THE EIGHT MAJOR COMPONENTS OF AREA X 

Nuober in Sample * 44 

•Number in sample is same for all components except for Ti02 which may be less 

Frequency values for class intervals are plotted on the ordinates of their 
lower boundries. 
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PI. 20 

ANDESITE 

PERCENTAGE FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS OF THE EIGHT MAJOR COMPONENTS OF AREA XV 

Number in Sample s 23 

% 

30- 

20- 

10- 

0 

SiO„ 

Ave. = 56.1 % 

f"T"r > i y ~i i i i i I 
40 45 

% 

40- 

30- 

20- 

10- 

50 55 60 % 

K2O 

Av*. » 1.9 % 

lit,.. 
' <.5 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 >5.0 % 

% 

40- 

30- 

20 

10-{ 

0 

| A12°3 

Av.. « 17.5 % 

, . . I 4—r 
<8 8 12 16 20 >22 

Number in sample is same for all components except for TiO^ which may be less 

Frequency values for class intervals are plotted on the ordinates of their 
lower boundries. 
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ANDESITE 
PI. 2i 

PERCENTAGE FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS OF THE EIGHT MAJOR COMPONENTS OF AREA XVI 

Number in Sample s 29 

Nuaber in saaple ia sane for all components except for Ti02 which may be leas. 

Frequency raluea for class intervals are plotted on the ordinates of their 
lower boundries. 
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I* 1 . 22 

ANDESITE 

PERCENTAGE FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS OF THE EIGHT MAJOR COMPONENTS OF AREA XVIII 

Nuaber in Sample = 12 

' 40 45 50 55 60 % 

Number in sample is same for all components except for TiO^ which may be loss. 

Frequency values for class intervals are plotted on the ordinates of their 
lower boundries. 
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ANDESITE 
PI. 23 

PERCENTAGE FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS OF THE EIGHT MAJOR COMTONENTS OF AREA XX 

Number in Sample = 12 

Number in sample is same for all components except for TiOg which may be less 

Frequency values for class intervals are plotted on the ordinates of their 
lower boundries. 
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References for Basalt Analyses Cited by Area 

AREA I 

Seven analyses. Not included in study. 

AREA II 

Holmes, A., (1917) The Basaltic Rocks of the Arctic Region: Min. 
Mag., v. 18, p# 183, 189, 192, 196. ( 4 analyses) 

Noo-Nygaard, A., (1940) Subglacial volcanic activity in ancient 
and recent times: FoU Geog* Danica, Tm. 1, No. 2, p. 42. 

Thorarinsson, (1950) Bull. Vol. Italy, v. 10, p. 162. (2 analyses) 

Thorarinsson, (1953) Bull. Vol. Italy, v. 14, p. 9. (2 analyses) 

( 

Tryggvason, T. (1943) Das Skjalchbreid-Bebiet auf Island; eine 
petrographische Studie: Upsala Univ. Geol. Inst., v. 30, 
Sect. B, p. 273-320. (6 analyses) 

Tyrrell, G. W.f (1926) The petrography of Jan Mayen: Trans. Roy. 
Soc. Edinburgh, v. 54, p. 757. (3 analyses) 

Washington, II. S., (1917) Chemical Analyses of Igneous Rocks: 
U. S. G. S. Prof. Paper 99. (2 analyses) 
M. Komorowicz, p. 648; T. Nicolau, p. 638. 

Washington, II. S., (1922) Deccan traps and other plateau basalts: 
Jour. Geol., v. 33, p. 783. (3 analyses) 

AREA III 

Ten analyses. Not included in study. 

AREA IV 

Anderson, A. L., (1941) Volcanoes of the Medicine Lake Highland 
California: Cal. Univ. Bull. Dept, of Geol. Sci., v. 25, No, 7 
p. 347-422. (2 analyses) 

Buddington, II. B., (1932) A. J. S., v. 23, Ser. 5, p. 490-496. 

(3 analyses) 

Powers, H. A., (1932) Am. Min., v. 17, p. 253-294. (9 analyses) 

Shelton, J. S., <1955) Glondora Volcanic Rocks: G. S. A. Bull., 
v. 66, p. 72, (3 analyses) 

Stobbe, (1949) Volcanic Rocks of Northeast New Mexico: G. S. A. Bull 
v. 48, p. 1053. 



76 

f 

MIKA IV (contj 

Thayer, T. I*. ♦ ( 11)35) Petrology of later Tertiary and Quaternary 
rocks of the north-central Cascade Mountains in Oregon: (I. S# A. 
Bull., v. 48, p. 1622. (9 analyses) 

U. S. (1. Ai* Lab Records: U. S. G. S. Bull . B78. (22 analyses) 

Washington, II. S., (1017) Chemical Analyses of Igneous Rocks: 
11. S, G. S. Prof. Paper 00.. (94 analyses) 
CM. F. Becher, p. 490; F. C. Calkins, p. 378? W. Cross, p. 472 (3)f 

486 (2), 608| 672, 676 (2)f J. S. Biller, p. 400 (7), p. 492, 
5241 534 (4), p08 ',(2), 630, 644 (2), 646 (3)? Kokins, 608; 
A- B. Emmons, p. 772; Felix and Lenk, p. 508 (2); G. 1. Finlay, 
Pm 536; II. S. Gale, p. 598; F. N• Guild, p. 610; Hague and 
Iddings, p. 536, 610? A. Iloppe, p. 492, 672? J, P. Iddings, 
p. 372, 436 (3), 468, 484 (5), 486 (5) 532 (2), 608 (2); 
G. F. Kay, p. 646; R. S. Larsen, p. 450, 710; Lawson and Pnlache, 
p. 534; Lenk, P. 772; J. B. Mertie, p. 486, 608; K. Oebbeke, 
p. 772; K. Ordonez, p. 492, 536 (3); H. B. Patton, p. 400, 524; 
L. V. Pirsson, p. 670, 672 (2); II. II. Robinson, p. 488, 644; 
I. C. Russell, p. 606; G. 0. Smith, p. 378, 400; Smith and 
Calkins, p. 644; J• E. Spurr, p. 536; 11. W. Turner, p. 472, 
402 (2), 534 (3), 608; Weed and Pirsson, p. 598. 

Washington, II. S., (1922) The Deccan trap and other plateau basalts: 
G. S. A. B., v. 33, p. 779. (3 analyses) 

Williams, II., (1935) Newberry Volcano of central Oregon: G. S. A. B., 
v. 46, p. 295. (3 analyses) 

AREA V 
/ 

U. S. G. S. Lab. Rec.: U. 8. G. S. Bull. 878, p. 25. 

Washington, II. S., (1917) Chemical Analyses, of Igneous Rocks: 
’ U. S. G. S. Prof. Paper 99. (13 analyses) 

J. S. Flett, p. 538; J. B. Harrison, p. 708; A. Lacroix, 
p. 410, 412, 538 (3), 538, 646; I). F. McDonald, p. 536 and 
610; F. V. Wolff§ p. 678; A. Young, p. 538. 

AREA VI 

No analyses. 

AREA VIT 

Fuster, (1952) Bull. Volcanologique, v. 12, p. 161. (3 analyses) 

Walker, F. and Davidson, C. F., (1036) A contribution to the geology 
of the Faeroes: Roy. Soc. Edinburgh Trans., v. 58 B, p. 890. 

Washington, II• S., (1917) Chemical Analyses of Igneous Rocks: 
U. S. G. S. Prof. Paper 99. (19 analyses) 
C. Gagel,p. 620 (2), 622 (3), 656 (3), 680, 682; C. V. John, 
p. 656 (3), II. Preiswerk, p. 682 (2), R. Reinisch, p. 400, 418, 
508, 772. 



AREA VII (coni.) 

Uashi ngton, II , S., (1922) Deccan Traps and other plateau basalts: 
Jour. Geol.v. 33, p. 786. 

AREA VIll 

Correns, C. IV. f (1930) Uber cincn Basal t vom lloden des at 1antischen 
Ozeans und seine zersetzungsrinde: Chemie dor Krde, v. 5, p, 76-86. 

Daly, U. V., (1025) Geology of Ascension Island: Proe. Am. Acad. 
Arts and Sci•, v. 60, p. 1-80, (2 analyses) 

  f (1927) The geol • of .St. Helena Island: Am. Acad. Arts 
and Sci. Proc., v. 62, p. 64, 71(4 analyses) 

Washington, II. S., (1917) Chemical Analyses of Igneous docks; P. S. G. 8. 
Prof. Paper 99. (4 analyses) 
R. Rcintnch, p.. 522 (3), 682. 

AREA IX 

von Eckermann, II., (1939) A contribution to the knowledge of the 
Oje diabases Geol. Foren. .Stockholm, v. 61,(11. 2), p. 177-192. 

Tomkeieff, 8. I., (1940) The basalt lavas of the Giant’s Cauaway 
district N. Irelands Bull• Vol. Italy, v. 6, Ser. 2, p. 110. 
(4 analyses) 

Walker, F., (1930) The geology of the Shiant Isles (Hebrides): 
Q. J. G. .8., v. 86, p. 355-398. 

Washington, 11 • S., (1917) Chemical Analyses of Igneous Hocks: 
U. S. G. S. Prof. Paper. (17 analyses) 
E. 11. Bailey, p. 568, 612; F. Beyschlag, p» 618, 672; A. Barker, 
p. 648 (2); Geol. Hoc. Grt. Br. Sumnu Prog. (1913) p. 610, 648; 
Head and Holland, p. 496; II. Stremme, p. 616 (2); J. E. Gobral, 
p. 650; J. J. II. Teall, p. 496; H. II. Thomas, p. 496; G. W. 
Tyrrell, p. 496, 475, 610. 

AHKA X 

Arriba, A. S. M., (1952) Bull. Vol., Italy, v. 

Lacroix, A., (1919) C. H.- Acad. .Sci. Paris, v. 

Starrabha, F. .Stella, (1940) Bull. Vol• Italy, 

12, p. 192. (8 analyses) 
* 

L6R, p. 640. 

v. 7, p. 143. 

Washington, H. S., (1917) Chemical Analyses of Igneous Hocks: 
IJ* .S« G. 8. Prof. Paper 99. (84 analyses) 
F. Bender, p. 616; d. Bcrugcs, p. 598; A. Brun, p. 574; 
J. M. Clements, p. 773; Dickson and iioland, p. 772; K• Emzst, 
p. 634; l&nzst and Hozlozsnik, p. 694; di Franco, p. 506; 
J. Hanaman, p. 772; J. E. Ilibsch, p. 654, 680, 688, 692, 772 (2); 
G. Irgang, p. 692; A. Johnson, p. 542; A. Lacroix, p.496, 498, 574; 
J. M. Ledroit, p. 616; d. Lcpsius, p. 506; K• Lossen, p. 498; 
E. Manasse, p. 622; A. Martelli, p. 574; A. Michel-Levey, p. 498, 



AREA X (cont) 

650 (2), 612; K. Ocbbeke, p. 500 (2), 772; F. A. Porret, p. 618 (2); 
T. Petersen, p. 500; G, Ponte, p. 506, 676, 600, 606; II, Proescholdt 
p. 680; A. do, Homcu, p, 538; P. Hozlozsnik, p. 590; W. Schottlcr, 
p. 616 (2), 632, 652, 680 (2); 0. Silvcstri, p. 680 (2); J. Soellnor 
p. 650; M. Stark, p. 506, 588; F. S. Starrabba, p. 570, 574; 
T. Tannhauser,, p. 680; C, Trenzen, p. 414, 540, 636; ,J. Vi tails, 
p. 654; H. S. Washington, p. 458, 506 (2), 570, 596, 612, 618, 
620 (3), 634, 654, 674 (2), 676, 678. Unpublished, 458. 

Washington, Aurousscau and Keyes, (1926) The Lavas of Ltna: A, <J. S. 
v, 12, Ser. 5, p. 388. 

Willis and .Vashington, (1924) San Felix and San Ambrosio: Their Geology 
and Petrology; G. S. A, 13. , v. 35, p. 381, 

AREA XI 

von Uackstrom, J. W., (1952) Tran. Geoi. Soc, So. Air,, v. 55, p. 53-71. 

Du Toit, A. L., (1*926) The Geology of So. Africa, p. 446. 

Holmes, A., (1916) 0, J. G. S., v. 72, p. 222-279. (3 analyses) 

Holmes, A., (1916) On a series of volcanic rocks from the neighbor¬ 
hood of the Lucalla River; Angola Min. Mag., v. 18, p. 58-75. 
(5 analyses) 

Holmes and Harwood, (1937) Uganda Geol. Soc. Mem. No. 3, p. 204. 

Jeremine and Lucas, (1950) Hull. Vol., Italy, v. 10, p. 131. 

Lacroix, A., (1923) Min. de. Madagascar t. Ill, p. 49, Lithologic, 
Paris, 450 pages. 

Strauss, C. A. and Truter, F. C., (1950) The Alkali Complex at 
Spitzhop Sekukuni land,Eastern Transvaal; Tr. Geol. Soc. Afr., 
v, 53, p. 81-130. 

AREA XII 

No analyses. 

AREA XIII 

Washington, II. S., (1917) Chemical Analyses of Igneous Rocks: 
U. S. G. S. Prof. Paper 99. (4 analyses) 
J. Deprat, p. 544, 624 (2); P. Veunkoff, p. 510. 

 , (1922) Deccan traps and other plateau basalts. 
Dull. G. S. A., v. /33, p. 774. (12 analyses) 

A REA XIV 

Edwards, A. B., (193B) Tertiary Lavas from the Kerguelen Archipelago; 



MIKA XIV (cont.) 
r 

II* A. N. Z' Antarctic Lxperi. (D. Mawson) 11129-31 Hcpt, Ser. A, Pt. 5, 
72-IOO. (2 nnnlyses) 

Holmes, A., (1916), The tertiary volcanic rocks of the Hi strict of 
Mozambique: Q. J# G. S. , v. 72, p. 244. 

Lacroix, A., (1939) Hur la production de basalte ©t df oceanite au 
coers d*une Eruption du volcan actif (Piton de la Kournaisc) 
de l’ilo de la Reunion: C. K. Acad, lei, Paris, v. 209, No. 9, 
p. 405-408. (5 analyses). 

Lacroix, A., (1940) Bull. Vol. Italy, v. 7, Sei^, p. 70 (2 analyses) 

Shand, S. J., (1933) The lavas of Mauritius: Q. J% G. S., v. 89, p. 5 

Washington, Ii. 5,, (1917) Chemical Analyses of Igneous Rocks: 
U. S. G. S. Prof. Paper 99. (26 analyses) 
A. Lacroix, p. 510, 544, 622, 658, (5), 660 (4), 714, 724; 

R. Reinisch, p. 522 (2), 548 (6), 630 (2), 684, 708. 

AREA XV 

Browne and White, (1928) Alkalization in Trachy basalt at Port 
Kembla: Jour, and Proc. Roy. Soe. N. S. w., v. LXII, Pt. 2, 
p. 318. (2 analyses) 

Cook, (1916) The geology of the Coburg area: Proc. Roy, Soc. Viet., 
v. 28, Pt. 2, p. 181. 

Edwards, A, B., (1938) Volcanic Rocks of Centra] Victoria; Q. J. G. 8 
London, v. 94, p. 270-290. (41 analyses) 

, (1042) Differentiation of the dolerites of Tasmania; 
J. Geol•, lv. 50, /p. 451-480 and 579-610. (8 analyses) 

 , (1950) Cainozoic Basaltic Rocks of Tasmania: Proc. 
Roy. Soc. Victoria, v. 62, Pt. 1,‘p. 102-106. (10 analyses) 

Edwards and Crawford, (1940) Proc. Roc. Soc. Victoria, v. LII, Pt. 1, 
p. 294, ( 5 analyses) 

Mclnerny, K., (1920) Proc. Roy. Soc. Viet., v. 41, p. 156. 

Scott, (1950)Pap. and Proc• Roy. Soc. Tasmania, p, 121. 

Spieght, (1928) Dept. Sci. and Ind. Res. Geol• Mem., No. 1, p. 16. 
(2 analyses) 

Washington, H. S., (1917) Chemical Analyses of Igneous Rocks: 
U. S. G. S. Prof. Paper 99. (68 analyses) 
Ann. Rep. Dept. Min. N. S. Vi., p. 626, 682; Ann. Rep. Sec. Min. 
Viet., p. 520; Ann. Rep. Agric. Chem. Old., p. 462, 478, 526, 
624, 636, 660 (2); A. Bartrum, p. 774 (2); Bell and Clark, 
p. 522, 548; U. W. Card, p. 444, 478, 514 (2), 518, 626, 694; 



AREA XV (coni.) 

Chapmai and Thiels, p. 628$ C. Eraser, p. 548$ II, J. Grayson, 
p. 520, 628 (4); Jaquet, Card and Harper, p. 462, 478, 516 (5) 
626$ N. It. Jenner, p. 518$ II. I. Jensen, p. 462, 518$ J, S, 
MacLaurin, p. 774$ J. G. II. Mingaye and White, p. 516, 518 (2) 
626, 662, 684 (2)$ II. C. Richards, p. 514, 518, 624 (2) $ 
W. W. Skeatcs, p. 446$ Skeates and Summers, p. 518 (2), 590, 
598, 626 (2), 628 (3)$ F. L. Stillwell, p. 628$ E. it. Stanley, 
p. 546, 584$ Taylor ad Mawson, p. 662$ E. V. Thiele, p. 520. 
Unpublished (3). 

AREA XVI 

Minakami, (1950) Dull• Vol. Italy, v. 10, p. 55 

Washington, II. S., (1917) Chemical Analyses of Igneous Rocks: 
U.S. Ci. S. Prof. Paper 99. (19 analyses) 
K. Bogdanowitsch, p. 544$ A. J• Eveland, p. 398$ Iddings and 
Morley, p. 544 (2), p. 546 (2)$ S. Roger, p. 512, 144, 590, 
624 (2), 660$ J. Morozewicz, p. 414.$ R. keinisch, p. 772 (3)$ 
G. Richarz, p. 268$ R. D. M. Verbeek, p. 774 (2) 

AREA XVII 

Three analyses. Not included in study. 

AREA XVIII 

Daly, R. A., (1944) G. S. A. B., v. 55, No. 5, p. 1369. 

Lacroix, A., (1928) Mem. Acad. Sci., Paris, v. 5.9, p. 69-72, 
(10 analyses) 

Mac Donald, G, A,, (1940) Div. Hydr. Terr. Hawaii Bull • v. 5, p. 91. 
(4 analyses) 

 , (1946) Div. Hydr. Terr. Hawaii Bull, v. 9, p. 207 

Richardson, C., (1933) Petrology of the Galapagos Islands: uor, 
P. BLsh. Mus» Pub. No. 110, p. 49-52. (7 analyses) 

Shepherd, E. S., (1938) The Gases in ocks and some related 
problems: A. J. S., 55A, Ser, 5, p. 311-351, (8 analyses) 

U. S. G. S. Bull. 878. Chemical Analyses done by U. S. G. S. 
(12 analyses) 

Washington, 11 • S., (1917) Chemical Analyses of Igneous Rocks: 
U. S. G. S. Prof Paper 99. (19 analyses) 
W. Cross, p. 664 (3), 710, 724$ It. A. Daly, p, 522, 706$ 
Day and Shepherd, p. 628, 664$ A. B. Lyons, p. 522 (2), 636$ 
0. Silvestri, p. 522 (2), 600 (2), 628, 664 (2). 

•  , (1923) A. J. S., v. 5, Ser. 5, p. 493-494. 
(2 analyses) 
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AKEA XVIII (cont.) 

Washington and Key os, ( 1 ‘) L* H) A. J . . v. 15, .a»r, 5, p. 212. 

Wentworth and Winchell, (10-17) Koolnw Basalt Series, Oahu: G. S. \. B. , 
v. 58, p. 71. (8 analyses) 

Winchel1, Horace, (1947) G. S. A. B., v. 58, p. 30. 

AKKA XIX 

Throe analyses. Not included in study. 

AKKA XX 

Chubb, L. .1., (1930) Petrography of the Marquesas Islands: Bernice 
P. Bishop Mus. Bull. No. OR, 70 pages. (8 analyses) 

Daly, K. A., (1924) Cor. Inst. Wash. Pub. No. 340, p. 95-143. 
(2 analyses) 

Lacroix, A., (1938) La constitution lithologique des iles: Mem. 
Acad. Sci., Paris, v. 59, p. 19, 78, 20, 21, 26, 28, 29, 30, 
42, 45, 54, 65, 78. ( 33 analyses) 

Smith and Chubb, (1927) Petrography of the Austral lslnads: 0. J. G. S. 
London, v. 83, p. 332. 

Washington, U. S., (1917) Chemical Analyses of Igneous Pocks: 
U. S. G. IS. Prof. Paper 99. (5 analyses) 
11. 1. Jensen, p. 630; A. Klantzsch, p. 684; A. Lacroix, p. 664, 
684; Onensel, P. D.,p. 714. 

AKEA XXI 

Eleven analyses. Not included in study. 



References for Andesite Analyses Cited by Area 

AREA I 

Two analyses. Not included in study. 

AREA II 

One analysis. Not included in study. 

AREA IIT 

One analysis. Not included in study. 

AREA IV 

Buddington, A. F., (1932) A. J. S., v. 23, Ser. 5, p. 490-496. 
(2 analyses) 

Powers, II. A., (1932) The lavas of Modoc Laya Bed: Am. Min., 
v, 17, p. 253-294. 

Shelton, J. S., (1955) The Glendora volcanic rocks: G. S. A. B., 
v. 66, p. 72. (2 analyses) 

Thayer, T. P. , (1935) Petrology of later Tertiary and Quaternary 
rocks of the north-central Cascade Mountains in Oregon: 
G. S. A. B., v. 48, p. 1622. (2 analyses) 

U. S. G. S. Lab. Rec., U. S. G. S. Bull. 878, p. 9, 10, 12, 14, 
15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 33, 35, 37, 380. (27 analyses) 

Washington, H. S., (1917) Chemical Analyses of Igneous Rocks: 
U. S. G. S. Prof. Paper 99. (39 analyses) 
J. S. Barrell, p. 360; G. Becker, p. 488; F. C. Calkins, 
p. 378; R. D. Crawford, p. 470; W. Cross, p. 256, 374 (2), 
448; J. S. Diller, p. 380 (2), 408, 490; F. N. Guild, p. 492; 
Hague and Jagger, p. 470; J. P. Iddings, p. 372, 434, 
482 (3), 484; E. S. Larsen, p. 450; Lawson and Palache, p. 492; 
Lieth and Harder, p. 246; J. B. Martie, p. 450; G. P. Merrill, 
p. 372, 488 (2); I. H. Ogilvie, p. 630; II. B. Patton, p. 378 
(3); F. L. Ransome, p. 382; II. H. Robinson, p. 488; Schneider, 
p. 588; II. W. Turner, p. 380 (2), 492; U. S. G. S. P. P. 
No. 76, p. 488; A. N. Winchcll, p. 372. 

Williams, (1935) Newberry volcano of central Oregon: G. S. A. B., 
v. 46, p. 295. 

A RICA V 

U. S. G. S. Lab. Rec., U. S. G. S. Bull. 878, p. 25, 39. 

.Washington, H. S., (1917) Chemical Analyses of Igneous Rocks: 



ARKA V (cont. )/ 

U. S. G. S. Prof. Paper 99. (28 analyses) 
E. Colonna, p. 410; J. S. Oilier, p. 412; Oilier and 
Seiner, p. 412; J. B. Harrison, p. 466; E. O. Ilovey, p. 
412; R. Kuch, p. 494; A. Lacroix, p. 386, 410 (5), 412 (2), 
626, 536; J. W. Mallet, p. 764; 0. F. McOonald, p. 356, 
494, 536; F. Tannhauser, p. 388,*494; J. J. II. Teall, p. 386 
U. S. G. S. B., p. 258; Wright and Fenner, p. 388, 452; 
A. Young, p. 452, 494. 

ARKA VI 

No analyses. 

ARKA VII 

No analyses. 

AREA VITI 

No analyses. 

ARKA IX 

Nine analyses. Not included in study. 

AREA X 

Georgalas, (1949) Bull. Vol., Italy, v. 9, p. 31-63. (6 analyses) 

Washington, II. S,, (1917) Chemical Analyses o£ Igneous Rocks: 
U. S. G. S. Prof. Paper 99. (31 analyses) 
A. Dannenberg, p. 574; Oickson and Holland, p. 452 (2), 454; 
11. Emmons, p. 392, 504; F. Fouque, p. 454; W. Hammer, p. 392 
A. Johnson, p. 394; E. Kaiser, p. 764; A. Lacroix, p. 452, 
454, 496; A. Mactelli, p. 458 (2); G. Mercalli, p. 394; 
F. Mil1osevitch, p. 542; I. Morozewicz, p. 394; A. Osann, 
p. 472; F. S. Starrabba, p. 366; L. Vandernotte, p. 612; 
II. S. Washington, p. 394 (4), 414 (3), 474, 476, 600. 

Washington, Aurousseau and Keyes, (1926) The Lavas of Etna: 
A. J. S.,v.l2, Her. 5, p. 388, 394. (7 analyses) 

AREA XI 

Two analyses. Not included in study. 

AREA XII 

No analyses. 

AREA XIII 

One analysis. Not included in study. 

AREA XTV 

One analysis. Not included in study 
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AREA XV 

Speighti Robert, (1938) The geology of the i-it.. Somers District: 
Nm ism Ind• Res, 1 Geo 1, Mem.., f%o. 3, p. 25# (2 analyses) 

Wash in^ton^ II# S. , (1917) Chemical Ana lyses of Igneous Rocks: 
U. S# G. S. Prof. Paper 99. (21 analyses) 
\Hm Anderson, p. 478; Am. Rep. A^ric. Chem. Qld. , p. 624; 
.1. A. Dart rum, p. 400; Del 1 and Clarke, p# 400; E. 1). Clarke, 
p# 520 (5), 546, 548; C. Fraser, p. 418 (2); Fraser and Adams, 
p# 406; Henderson and Dartrum, p. 356, 400, 418 (2); P. Marshall, 
p# 446; II • C. Hi chords, p. 412; J. A. Thompson, p. 546. 

AREA XVI • 

Washington, II# S#, (1917) Chemical Analyses of Igneous Hocks: 
U. 8. G. S. Prof. .Paper 99. (29 analyses) 
K. Dogdanovitch, p# 510, A. J. Eveland, p# 476, 478; II. Hoppe, 
p. 512 (3); J. P. iddings, p. 398; S. Koza, p. 396 (2), 462; 
E. C. J. Mohr, p. 512; G. Nicthammcr, p. 512; Proc. Geol . 
Soc. Japan, p. 404 (2); G. Hock, p. 398, 512, 546 (2); 
S. Hicharz, p. 398; I). Soto, p. 512; Z. Starzynki , p. 396, 
462; II. Stegmann, p. 398 (3); H. I). M. Verbeek, p. 428, 462, 
764 (2). 

AREA XVII 

Three analyses. Not included in study. 

AREA XVIII 

Lacroix, A., (1928) Mem. Achd. Sci., Paris, v. 59, p. 73. 
(3 analyses) 

Richardson, C., (1933) Petrology of the Galapagos Islands: 
Dull. Der. P. Bish. MUR., NO. 110, p. 45-64. (3 analyses) 

Washington, II. S., (1917) Chemical Analyses of Igneous Hocks: 
U. S. G. S. Prof. Paper 99, (4 analyses) 
W. Cross, p. 464 (2); A. II. Lyons, p. 464; 0. Silvestri, 
p. 774. 

 « (1923) A. J. S., v. 5, p. 478. 

Washington and Keyes, (1928) A. J. 8., v. 15, 5er. 5, p. 212. 

AREA XIX 

Two analyses. Not included in study. 

AREA XX 

Daly, H. A. , (1924) Car. Inst. .iash• Pub. No. 340, p. 95-143. 

 i (1925) Geology of Ascension Island: Proc. Am. Acad; 
Arts and Sci. , v. *60, p. 49. 

Lacroix, A., (1928) Lii constitution 1 ithologique dcs lies 
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AUKA XX (cont.) 
♦ 

volcanifiues do In Polyncsie Austral e: Mem. \cfid. Sci., 
Maris, v. 59, p. 1-8.!. (11 analyses) 

Washington, H. S., (1917) Chemical .mulyses of Igneous Rocks: 
P. s. (i. S. Prof. Mapor 99. (1 analysis) 

foldings, p. r>12. 

ARKA XX 1 

Six analyses. Not included in study 
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Appendix 

The basis of the present study is the statistical test which 

is used to compare the distributions of the components of the var¬ 

ious areas*The test used is called the ’’rank-sum" test? it was 

talien from Dixon and Massey (1957, Ch. 17). Dixon and Massey des¬ 

cribe the rank-sum statistic T” which may be used to compare two 

samples. If two samples are arranged together in order of size, 

and rank scores are assigned to individual observations, scoring 

1 to the smallest, 2 to the next smallest, etc., then Trt is the 

sura of the ranks of the observations in the 'smaller of the two sam¬ 

ples* The hypothesis that we have random samples from identically 

distributed populations is rejected if T" is significantly large 

or small* The data of the present study is grouped by class inter¬ 

val, thus, all of the analyses which fall in a particular class in¬ 

terval are assigned the mean value for that particular interval* 

Tables give the confidence limits for T" for samples up to 10* 

For tests where M is greater than 10 for both samples use is made 

of the fact that the sampling distribution of T” is approximately 

normal with mean and variance as follows, 

v . 5lLHl ,+ H2 + 

a * 12 

To obtain the approximate chance that T” will he less than or equal 

to T'| find the area to the left of z = <T'0’ - uT„ + 1/2)/a^„ from a 

table of "z" values for the normal distribution. The method can 

be reversed, and by choosing z^ at an appropriate level the a con¬ 

fidence limits can be established according to the relation, 

T'o = «T„ i w, 
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Tills relation gives the confidence limits for the two-tailed prob¬ 

ability curve. 
t 

With the confidence limits thus established)the rank-sum can 

be calculated and the hypothesis of similar distribution about 

equal means can be accepted,if the rank-sum falls within the con¬ 

fidence interval* or rejected at the a confidence level if the 

rank-sum falls outside the a confidence interval# In the present 

study, both the a $ #90 and the d « #95 confidence intervals were 

calculated. If the calculated rank-sum for two samples being test¬ 

ed was above the upper 93% confidence limit the hypothesis of sim¬ 

ilar distributions of frequencies about equal means was rejected 

for the two samples,and the smaller sample { the smaller sample is 

always compared to the larger sample) was said to have more of the 

particular component in question than the large sample. Note that 

we cannot say how much the difference between the two samples is# 

We can only reject the hypothesis of similarity of distributions 

and equality of means of the two distributions# If the rank-sum 

wasolower than the calculated lower confidence limit,it was con¬ 

cluded that the smaller sample tended to have less of the component 

involved than did the larger sample* When the calculated rank-sum 

fell between tbs 93% and the 90% confidence limits the value was 

said to be a questionable + or & value depending on whether the 

rank-sura was relatively high cr low. 

Dixon and Massey go on to compare the power of the rank-sum 

test to that of the standard "t" test by pointing out that the 

rank-sum test requires approximately 5% more observations than a 

"t" test to provide the same power as a ”tM test for shifts in 
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means of two normally distributed populations. For nonnormal pop- 

ulations the rank-sum test may be more powerful than the "t" test* 

In some cases the rank-sum test requires only QCP/o as many observa¬ 

tions for equal power. 

One of the best discussions of the advantages of nonparametric 

statistics is made by Siegel (1956). His summary of the advantages 

of these statistics is quoted below: 

”1. Probability statements obtained from most nonparametric 

statistical tests are exact probabilities (except in the 

case of large samples, where excellent approximations 

are available), regardless of the shape of the popula¬ 

tion distribution from which the random sample is drawn. 

The accuracy of the probability statement does not depend 

on the shape of the population, although some nonpara- 

metric tests assume identy of shape of two or more pop¬ 

ulation distributions, and in some others symmetrical 

population distributions are assumed. In certain eases, 

the nonparametric tests do assume that the underlying dis¬ 

tribution is continuous, an assumption which they share 

with parametric tests. 

2. If sample sizes as small as N * 6 are used, there is 

no alternative to using a nonparametric statistical test 

unless the nature of the population distribution is known 

exactly. 

3. There are suitable nonparametric statistical tests 

for treating samples made up of observations from several 

different populations. Hone of the parametric tests can 

handle such data without requiring us to make seemingly 

unrealistic assumptions, 

4. Ronpararaetrie statistical tests are available to 

treat data which are inherently in ranks as well as data 

whose seemingly numerical scores have the strength of 

ranks. That is, the researcher may only be able to say 

of his subjects that one has more or less of a charac¬ 

teristic than another, without being able to say how 
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much more or less* If data are inherently in ranks, or 

or even if they can only be categorised as plus or uinus 

(more or less, better or worse), they can be treated by 

nonparametric methods, whereas they cannot be treated by 

parametric methods unless precarious and perhaps unreal¬ 

istic assumptions are made about the underlying distri¬ 

butions. 

5* Nonparametrie methods are available to treat data 

which are simply classificatory, i.e«, are measured in 

a nominal scale. No parametric technique applies to 

such data. 

6. Nonparametric statistical tests are typically much 

easier to learn and to apply than are parametric tests." 

Siegel goes on to point out that the main disadvantage of nonpara¬ 

metric statistics is that is all the assumptions of the parametric 

statistical model are in fact met in the data, and if the measure¬ 

ment is of the required strength, then nonparametric statistical 

tests are wasteful of data. The degree of wastefulness is expres¬ 

sed by the power~effeciency of the nonparametric test discussed 

above. 

It would seem clear that nonparametric statistics should find 

extensive application in certain fields of geology. It is hoped 

that the use of these methods in the present work will interest 

others in their potentialities and improvements and extensions can 

be made in their application. 


